Past Fair Directory (Log into Callisto 3 weeks prior to fair for current directory)

Just In Time Job Fair
April 15-16, 2015, 11am-3pm
Recreational Sports Facility (RSF)

Hosted by the Career Center, Regents' and Chancellor's Scholars Association (RCSA), Berkeley Women in Business (BWIB) and Association of Women in EECS (AWE)

To provide as many opportunities for Cal students as possible, this late Spring fair is open to both employers and 3rd party recruiters.

- Just in Time to fill summer jobs/internships.
- Just in Time to fill full-time jobs for new graduates.
- Just in Time for 3rd party recruiters to fill employer clients' staffing needs.

1990 Institute
http://www.1990Institute.org

Description of organization:
The 1990 Institute's mission is to broaden understanding & build trust between the people of the U.S. & China through education, philanthropy & collaboration. The Institute’s education programs include:

- Annual Teachers Workshop to develop their understanding of the latest China trends and issues, featuring prominent U.S.-China experts.

Our "Youth Voices on China" national video contest which inspires American students in middle school, high school and college to think about the impact of U.S-China relations on their future.

Our America-China Exchange summer immersion program sends U.S. teachers and high school students to China to teach English to rural primary school students and deepen their own knowledge of Chinese culture.

Job/Internship:
Dreaming of fame, fortune and access to incredible mentors? Check the 1990 Institute's website for an idea of the kinds of exciting events you could help produce. YOU GET: 1. Access: Work with our Executive Director and Board of Directors and you'll have access to all sorts of film/TV celebrities, politicians, business and thought leaders like Joan Chen, Ben Fong-Torres, Hudson Yang and Brian Wong (Alibaba) 2. Bragging rights to contributing to a great mission: Know that you are helping to promote trust and understanding between the people of the U.S.-China, and updating the US curriculum on modern China 3 Paid Internship

WE SEEK INTERNS WHO ARE:
1. Passionate about our mission
2. Skilled in using social media and creating content
3. Care about education, Chinese language/culture

Type: Non-Profit and Social Services
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Paid, Unpaid, Part-time, Full-time, Summer Job, Internship
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA
2d3 Sensing

Description of organization:
2d3 Sensing is a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) technology leader specializing in the processing, exploitation, and dissemination of motion imagery and metadata. Using innovative vision science techniques and standards-based media management capabilities, 2d3 Sensing improves and extracts the information contained in motion imagery for better situational awareness and intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance mission results. 2d3 Sensing offers stand-alone software products, software development kits (SDKs), and customized software solutions through 2d3 Sensing’s Delivery Teams.

Job/Internship:
2d3 Sensing is looking for highly motivated candidates to join its Research and Development unit. Made up of select, uniquely talented individuals, this unit designs and delivers the entire 2d3 Sensing product line, which is highlighted by Catalina, TacitView, and Tungsten. 2d3 Sensing is hiring entry through mid-level software engineers with exemplary problem solving skills, proven technical acumen, and a dedication to quality. The software engineer will develop and maintain 2d3 Sensing’s Catalina, TacitView, and/or Tungsten product. Emphasis will be on providing the highest quality customer experience across a dynamic roadmap and nimble timelines. For more information on open positions, please visit http://www.2d3sensing.com/careers.

Type: Aerospace/Defense, Computer Software
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional
Major(s): Computer Science, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Position(s): Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): San Mateo, CA

3Q Digital

Description of organization:
We are a fully integrated digital marketing agency based in Silicon Valley, with offices in downtown San Francisco, Chicago, San Diego, and Burlington (VT). We offer full marketing services including Search Engine Marketing, Search Engine Optimization, Social Advertising, Display, Mobile Advertising, and Analytics. We work with the fastest-growing B2C, B2B, ecommerce, and lead gen clients in the U.S.
3Q Digital began as an SEM agency in 2008 but grew quickly thanks to client and network referrals. We recently ranked #677 on the Inc. 5000 list of the country's fastest-growing companies and #14 on AdAge's Best Places to Work 2014.

Job/Internship:
The Search Account Associate will be responsible for supporting the Search Account Manager and/or the Search Account Coordinator with online advertising campaigns across Google, Yahoo and Bing. The Search Account Associate will work on approximately 4 – 6 accounts. The Search Account Associate is responsible for adhering to 3Q best practices and developing and maintaining solid search knowledge.

Essential Functions
• Develop and maintain a thorough understanding of search engine marketing
• Develop technical skills in Excel, 3rd party tools, and SEM platforms
• Use SEM platforms and 3rd party tools to pull client reports
• Implement tests (Ad Copy, Landing Page, Bid, Geo)
• Work on ad hoc tasks delegated by the Account Manager or client

Type: Professional, Technical, and Administrative Services
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Paid, Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA / San Diego, CA / Chicago, IL
**3VR Engineering**

Description of organization:
3VR is the world leader in video intelligence. Video is the fastest growing source of unstructured data, yet most of the value lies dormant without a person to watch it. 3VR changes that. We are the most innovative player in video intelligence. We are expanding into new markets by converting unstructured video into true business intelligence.

As a Software Engineer, you will apply your vision and drive to our patented and award-winning technology. We have a phenomenal team working in an open, collaborative environment that is delivering the promised value of big data extracted from video.

3VR is a private company funded by top tier VC's and even some government organizations that typically act in secrecy, so we are not supposed to openly talk about them!

Job/Internship:
- Dig into our multi-patented Video Management System deployed as both appliance format and cloud. Show us how 3VR can maximize performance, scalability and reliability while making it simple to operate.
- Integrate best practices to handle the intricacies of video. Better yet, invent them yourselves! We have built a portfolio of patents that we are very proud of. Innovation is what drives our success.
- We want someone who not only understands how the system currently works, but also envisions how it should work. Share that vision with the team, and make it a reality.
- You + 3VR = Infinity: 3VR is an open platform which can consume any video, integrate any computer vision program/algorith, and host any application that supports any usage case that anyone can imagine.

Type: Computer Software
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral
Major(s): All Majors, Computer/Physical Sciences, Engineering
Position(s): Part-time, Student Employment, Full-time, Summer Job, Internship
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA

**ABB Wireless**

Description of organization:
Tropos outdoor wireless broadband IP mesh networks from ABB Wireless provide a reliable, secure, scalable, high performance foundation upon which customers operate one or many business essential applications. ABB Wireless customers use their Tropos broadband mesh networks to monitor and control thousands of automation devices in the field and large outdoor facilities as well as to communicate with mobile workers.

Job/Internship:
Software Engineers
- details to follow
Hardware Engineers
- details to follow

Type: Electronics and Misc. Tech, Telecommunications, Engineering
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral
Major(s): Engineering, Engineering Physics, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Computational Engineering Science
Position(s): Internship
Work Location(s): Sunnyvale, CA
### Abercrombie & Fitch stores

**Description of organization:**

**Job/Internship:**
The Manager in Training (MIT) program is a blended-learning, multi week program focused on immersing a manager in all aspects involved in managing a multi-million dollar business for Abercrombie & Fitch. Training takes place in our domestic and international store locations. Each week the program focuses on a different aspect of running the business. The program trains the MIT on the necessary principles of management including creating the best in-store experience, recruiting, diversity, human resources, store operations, and visual merchandising. The program is structured and provides the MIT with daily and weekly feedback from the Store Manager and District Manager.

**Type:** Retail and Wholesale Trade  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** United States

---

### Accel Biotech Inc. HR

**Description of organization:**
Our mission at Accel Biotech, Inc. is to pair our unique breadth of engineering and design experience in diagnostics, life sciences and disposables with a passion for quick development. We enable rapid prototyping with in-house machining, 3D printing and full production runs for complex devices. We value customer satisfaction above all else, seeking long-lasting relationships with our clients.

**Job/Internship:**
**JOB TASKS & RESPONSIBILITIES:**
- Contribute to conceptual design and create concepts for the design of new biotech products.
- Mechanical design engineering to create original designs for new products that include mechanisms, fluid handling, motion control, and disposable designs.
- CAD modeling of new designs using Solidworks and design validation tools.
- Conduct analysis of mechanical designs using Excel and classical analysis. Experience with structural, rotational, and thermal FEA analysis and CFD is a plus.
- Develop prototypes - the engineer will work with our internal machine shop or outside suppliers to procure parts for prototypes. The engineer will have access to a state of the art CNC prototype shop running MasterCam for Solidworks.

**Type:** Biotech/Pharmaceuticals, Engineering  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters  
**Major(s):** Mechanical Engineering  
**Position(s):** Paid, Part-time, Full-time, Summer Job, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** Los Gatos, CA
**Acumen, LLC**

http://www.acumenllc.com/

**Description of organization:**
Acumen, LLC / The SPHERE Institute conduct public policy research and statistical analysis on health programs at the national, state, and local levels. We leverage our unparalleled data access to improve information available to policymakers, while our meritocratic environment offers rapid advancement and leadership opportunities. Our policy firms offer an exciting opportunity to work in health care topics.

**Job/Internship:**
- Application Developer Job ID: 882203
- Application Tester Job ID: 882204
- Data and Policy Analyst-Statistical Programmer Job ID: 881237
- Data and Policy Analyst-Writer/Coordinator Job ID: 881220
- Data and Policy Analyst-Operations Coordinator (Research Operations Team) Job ID: 881370
- Data Security Administrator Job ID: 882202
- Technical Information Coordinator Job ID: 881364
- Technical Writer Job ID: 881369

**Type:** Other  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters  
**Position(s):** Paid, Full-time, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** Burlingame, CA / Washington, D.C.

---

**Acxiom**

http://www.acxiom.com/careers

**Description of organization:**
Acxiom’s expertise managing consumer data drives on-line, off-line and mobile marketing decisions for more than 7,000 global clients with worldwide annual revenue of $1.4 billion. Interested in Acxiom? Learn about our Equal Opportunities, job postings and more @

[https://twitter.com/Acxiom](https://twitter.com/Acxiom)  
[https://www.facebook.com/AcxiomRecruiting](https://www.facebook.com/AcxiomRecruiting)  

**Job/Internship:**
Acxiom is starting a new rotational finance internship program at our Silicon Valley campus. The program consists of 4 rotations in internal finance departments for 3 month periods each. Students are welcome to apply for either a 3 month internship only or the full year rotation program. Internship will be part time (16-20 hours per week) and will expose students to Corporate FP&A, Technology Finance, Sales Finance and Investor Relations at one of the world’s leading marketing technology companies.

This is a unique and exciting program is open to Bay Area students at the Undergraduate or Graduate level pursuing a major in Finance, Accounting, or Economics.

**Type:** Computer Software, Financial Services, Other, Engineering  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters  
**Major(s):** Business Administration  
**Position(s):** Summer Job, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** Redwood City, CA
Adaptive Insights

Human Resources

http://www.adaptiveinsights.com

Description of organization:
Adaptive Insights is the worldwide leader in cloud corporate performance management (CPM) and business intelligence (BI) for the biggest brands and the hottest companies. We help financial and operational leaders manage with greater speed, intelligence, and control, enabling them to develop and execute plans and strategies that accelerate growth and drive success.
Adaptive provides the only integrated CPM and BI suite in the cloud – powerful, innovative, and intuitive solutions for planning, reporting, financial consolidation, and visual analytics. And equally important, we ensure customer success with the industry’s best service, support and partner ecosystem.

Job/Internship:
Description:
Adaptive Insights Engineering is looking for a software engineering intern to join our team. In this position you will perform a variety of software development tasks, including investigating or prototyping new features and extensions, and troubleshooting problems and providing code fixes.
Qualifications:
• Be an enrolled senior pursuing a Bachelors or Masters degree in a CS/EE program (prefer Master).
• Experience developing Java applications
• Experience with web technologies, SQL
• Excellent debugging, problem solving and testing skills
• Self starter, results-oriented, independent, inquisitive and eager to learn from an experienced team of senior developers.

Type: Computer Software, Financial Services
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): Computer Science, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Computational Engineering Science
Position(s): Paid, Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): Palo Alto, CA

Allstate Insurance

http://www.allstate.jobs

Description of organization:
We are insurance. We are financial services. We are also so much more.
We are lawyers, writers, web developers, accountants, building engineers, application developers, project managers and human resource specialists. We are creative, driven, passionate, fearless and curious. Our unique culture of inclusion helps us maximize innovation and creativity.
We believe that welcoming differing ideas, cultures and backgrounds gives us a competitive advantage in a diverse, global marketplace. At Allstate, it's our differences that drive our success — as individuals and as a company.
We believe in providing the very best tools and resources available to help keep our customers — and our employees — in Good Hands.

Job/Internship:
We will send job descriptions to the email address provided.

Type: Insurance
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral
Major(s): Statistics, Physics, Mathematics, Computer Science, Information & Data Science, Engineering Physics, Engineering Mathematics and Statistics, Computational Engineering Science
Position(s): Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): Menlo Park, CA / Northbrook, IL
**AlphaImpactRx**

**Description of organization:**
Who we are
AlphaImpactRx, is a leading research and analytics company. We bring together unmatched experience and expertise in providing primary research-based insights to biopharmaceutical, consumer health and medical device companies.

What we do
We are an innovative leader in global custom market research and influence network mapping across the brand life cycle.
We pioneered mobile research direct from the physician’s office, and are leaders in measuring the effectiveness of promotion. Our longitudinal data asset, linking promotion and prescribing, has fueled breakthrough promotion response analytics.
Whatever our client’s needs, we leverage our unique resources, experience and expertise to deliver solutions tailored to improve their brand’s.

**Job/Internship:**

**Job Summary:**
- Help define market research questionnaires
- Analyze physician responses to market research questions
- Produce charts and graphs that clearly depict results
- Create final presentations with insights, analysis, and recommendations
- Conduct competitive analysis
- Research potential clients in preparation for sales and marketing meetings.

Qualifications:
- Bachelors, Masters degree or PhD a must
- Excellent analytical skills.
- Expertise

**Type:** Biotech/Pharmaceuticals  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Professional  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** United States

**Altria Group**

**Description of organization:**
Altria Group is a FORTUNE 200 company that owns the premier tobacco companies in the United States including Philip Morris USA, U.S. Smokeless Tobacco Company, John Middleton and Nu Mark. The companies’ premium tobacco brands include Marlboro, Copenhagen, Skoal and Black & Mild. Altria also owns Ste. Michelle Wine Estates, one of the country’s top premium wine producers and Philip Morris Capital Corporation, an investment company. Altria’s mission is to own and develop financially disciplined businesses that are leaders in responsibly providing adult tobacco and wine consumers with superior branded products.

**Job/Internship:**
Are you ready for an experience that can’t be beat? Currently, Altria is looking for leaders on campus who are seeking either a summer internship or a full time position where they can apply their skills to sell and consult our trade partners. We currently have opportunities for a project-based 10 week paid summer internship, including possible housing allowances, with a focus on sales and analytics. Additionally, we are seeking students interested in a full-time position as a Territory Sales Manager, leading a business consisting of ~$15MM in annual sales.

**Type:** Consumer Products  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Paid, Full-time, Summer Job, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** Northern California
Description of organization:
At Amazon, we’re not just looking for people who want to be part of a business. We’re searching for people who want to build businesses. The Operations organization is critical to Amazon’s success. Every day we face unique supply chain challenges that involve millions of unique products and tens of millions of customers. At Amazon we will give you all the autonomy you need to innovate on behalf of our customers. This is your opportunity to impact people’s online experiences all over the world. If you want to be involved in creating the future of online retail, and are dynamic, organized, and a self-starter join our Operations Team as a Safety Specialist.

Job/Internship:
Safety Specialist provides technical support and tactical execution in the implementation of Amazon Global Environmental, Health and Safety programs within assigned fulfillment center

Detailed Description:
- Serve as designated safety representative of assigned fulfillment center (FC), coordinating and implementing all areas of the Amazon Global Safety Program as directed by Safety Manager of the regional node.
- Influence behavior and inspire commitment on the part of all personnel in complying with Amazon safety standards and maintaining a safe work environment.
- Conduct training and coach associates on observed work habits in support of this effort.
- Support management’s efforts to ensure compliance with corporate Safety Program expectations and applicable federal and state law

Type: Other
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Full-time
Work Location(s): United States
Description of organization:
The American Enterprise Institute is a community of scholars and supporters committed to expanding liberty, increasing individual opportunity and strengthening free enterprise. AEI pursues these unchanging ideals through independent thinking, open debate, reasoned argument, facts and the highest standards of research and exposition. Without regard for politics or prevailing fashion, we dedicate our work to a more prosperous, safer and more democratic nation and world.

AEI is a private, nonpartisan, not-for-profit institution dedicated to research and education on issues of government, politics, economics and social welfare. AEI’s purpose is to serve leaders and the public through research and education on the most important issues of the day.

Job/Internship:
Employment opportunities consist of research assistant positions in the three program areas: economic policy studies, foreign and defense policy studies, and social and political studies. In addition, staff vacancies also occur in our development, conferences, human resources, public affairs, and communication departments. Staff positions provide opportunities to work with some of America’s most renowned scholars, economists, legal scholars, political scientists, and foreign policy specialists doing research on current public policy issues.

Positions require excellent organizational, research, writing, and computer skills, as well as the ability to multi-task. Responsibilities include researching, writing, editing, event planning, and administrative work.

Type: Non-Profit and Social Services
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Position(s): Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): Washington, DC

Description of organization:
Anatomage is a growing medical imaging technology company located in downtown San Jose. Focused on 3D imaging software technology, Anatomage has developed premium products with cutting edge technology that will set the standard in the medical and dental industry.

With a unique blend of people from various technical backgrounds, clinical expertise and artistic talent, Anatomage has the work environment where a diverse group of people work and collaborate in an organic manner; our individuals all bring important strengths and ideas together. Anatomage offers a unique opportunity to develop careers. We are seeking highly motivated and exceptional candidates who would like to be part of our success, growing company.

Job/Internship:
Technical Sales Associate: Callisto ID 879486
Junior Software Engineer: Callisto ID 888867
Application Engineer: Callisto ID 888868
Quality Engineer: Callisto ID 886829

Type: Computer Software
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Full-time
Work Location(s): San Jose, CA
**Ancestry Recruiting**

Description of organization:
Ancestry is the world's largest online resource for family history. We have helped pioneer the market for online family history research, taking a pursuit that was expensive and time-consuming and making it easy, affordable and accessible to anyone with an interest in their family history. The foundation of our service is an extensive collection of billions of historical records that we have digitized, indexed and put online over the past 17 years. These digital records and documents, combined with our proprietary online search technologies, tools and collaboration features, have enabled our more than two million subscribers to create over 13 billion historical records, along with millions of DNA results to make meaningful discoveries about the lives of their ancestors.

Job/Internship:
For complete list of openings go to our website [http://ancestry.com/careers](http://ancestry.com/careers)

Type: Biotech/Pharmaceuticals, Computer Software
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Professional
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Paid, Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA / Provo, UT

---

**Aon Aon Hewitt**

Description of organization:
Aon Risk Solutions – Risk Management & Insurance Brokerage:
Aon Risk Solutions, the global risk management business of Aon plc, is the worldwide leader in risk advice and insurance broking. Guided by the Aon Client Promise®, our teams help clients achieve profit, growth and continuity by delivering the best tailored and innovative risk solutions. We empower results through unmatched tools and capabilities, including the award-winning Aon Global Risk Insight Platform®.

Job/Internship:
• Discuss assignment specifications and performance with mentor and manager
• Complete assigned training curriculum
• Support Aon’s values at all times
• Represent the program in a professional manner
• Develop awareness of policies and adapt behavior accordingly
• Approach all development opportunities with an open and positive mindset
• Maintain realistic expectations of the program
• Give and receive positive and constructive feedback
• Attend and contribute to regularly scheduled meetings and team building activities

Type: Professional, Technical, and Administrative Services, Insurance, Other
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA / Sacramento, CA / Seattle, WA
Applied Underwriters Recruiting

http://www.auw.com

Description of organization:
Applied Underwriters® designs financial services and workers' compensation solutions to meet the real needs of small and mid-sized businesses nationwide. With insurance carriers rated 'A' by A.M. Best Company and as part of the Berkshire Hathaway family, we offer rock-solid workers' compensation coverage along with some of the hardest-working products and services available on the market today.

Job/Internship:
The Statistical Analyst works as a statistical programmer and statistician on a variety of projects connected to insurance, business-to-business marketing, and internal operations. The Technical Analyst is responsible for analyzing, designing, building, maintaining and continuously improving the company's core applications and databases.

Type: Financial Services, Insurance
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral
Major(s): Statistics, Physics, Mathematics, Computer Science, Information & Data Science
Position(s): Full-time
Work Location(s): Foster City, CA

Ask.com

http://Ask.com

Description of organization:
Headquartered in Oakland, California with an international presence in the UK and Europe, Ask.com is the fourth biggest site on the web when it comes to monthly searches, and attracts more than 100 million unique users globally. Ask.com is a wholly owned business of IAC (Nasdaq: IACI).

Job/Internship:
N/A

Type: Engineering
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral
Major(s): Business Administration, Engineering Science (undeclared), Engineering Mathematics and Statistics, Applied Science and Technology
Position(s): Part-time, Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): Oakland, CA
Aspera Inc.

Description of organization:
Aspera, an IBM company is the creator of next-generation transport technologies that move the world’s data at maximum speed regardless of file size, transfer distance and network conditions. Based on its patented, Emmy® award-winning FASP™ protocol, Aspera software fully utilizes existing infrastructures to deliver the fastest, most predictable file-transfer experience. Aspera’s core technology delivers unprecedented control over bandwidth, complete security and uncompromising reliability. Organizations across a variety of industries on six continents rely on Aspera software for the business-critical transport of their digital assets.

Job/Internship:
Responsibilities could include: Assisting the software development team in developing and testing client and server components for Aspera's high performance file transfer suite, including internal libraries, tools and user interface components. Develop and maintain unit tests and automated system tests. Assist in the research and development of plug-ins for third party products utilizing the Aspera SDK, such as video and audio editing tools. Create sample programs and documentation for utilizing Aspera SDK components in browser, web services, and Java/.NET/C++ applications.

Required Skills: Strong programming skills in C/C++ and knowledge of Java or .NET Experience in developing either user interface or system-level software Web application programming and Ruby on Rails.

Type: Computer Software
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional
Major(s): Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Position(s): Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): Emeryville, CA

Axiom Learning

Description of organization:
Axiom Learning’s mission is to be a catalyst for the positive transformation of the delivery of education GLOBALLY. Our team is full of smart and fun people who are committed to driving innovation and evidence-based reform using our learning centers as learning laboratories. If you are committed to driving change in education with like-minded idealists in a super-charged start-up environment, looking for growth and promotion opportunities, excited by opportunities for international exposure, and willing to work hard to advance the cause of better education for all, then Axiom Learning is the place for you. Our team works towards finding better and more effective ways to deliver education to all students, be they gifted, struggling, or mainstream students seeking inspiration.

Job/Internship:
Callisto ID 878937
Instructors are tasked with creating and teaching customized lesson plans in more traditional subjects (math, sciences, language arts) as well as less traditional subjects (self-confidence, social skills, college prep, and anything else that will help our students be successful)—sometimes working on both at the same time! Full time staff also have the opportunity to get involved in marketing, human resources, and various aspects of operations following their interests and experience.

Type: Education/Higher Education
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Paid, Part-time, Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): Menlo Park, CA / Los Altos, CA / Harvard Square, MA / Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
**BAAQMD**  
**Human Resources**

http://baaqmd.gov/

**Description of organization:**
The Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) is a government agency committed to achieving clean air to protect the public's health and the environment. Located in San Francisco near City Hall, BAAQMD is responsible for regulating air quality in the nine counties of the San Francisco Bay Area.

**Job/Internship:**
TBD

**Type:** Government  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Full-time, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA

---

**BAYAC AmeriCorps**  
**Nonprofit**

http://www.bay.ac.org

**Description of organization:**
BAYAC AmeriCorps places AmeriCorps Members at schools or non profits that serve youth in under-served communities. AmeriCorps Members commit to a full time term of service and receive a living stipend, health benefits, and an education award of $5645.

**Job/Internship:**
Positions may vary based on placement site. A typical position includes full time service to a group of youth in the area of after school enrichment, academic engagement, case management, health education, garden education, and more. Please see our website for a complete list of our placement sites at www.bayac.org

**Type:** Non-Profit and Social Services  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Paid, Fellowship  
**Work Location(s):** Alameda County, CA / San Francisco County, CA / Santa Clara County, CA / San Mateo County, CA / Contra Costa County, CA
Description of organization:
We’re a small team with a big dream: To change the way cars are bought and sold - moving them from the people who own them to the people who need them - in a way that’s economically rewarding and emotionally uplifting.
Beepi was founded last year by Alejandro Resnik, MIT ’13, and Omer Savir, Stanford ’13. We raised our Series B, with top-tier VCs including Foundation Capital, Sherpa Ventures and Redpoint Ventures, and we’re ready to conquer the industry. If you want to be blown away by Beepi’s awesomeness, visit beepi.com.

Job/Internship:
DETAILS
Create new business opportunities through direct outreach to potential customers in select channels
Represent Beepi by providing amazing customer experiences!
Generate, manage, and follow up with leads
Initiate and respond to a high volume of daily outbound calls and emails to potential sellers
Achieve and consistently exceed engagement goals
Scan through online and offline platforms to find new leads
Get creative and get out there for various offline event marketing activities
Other Beepin’ great stuff as required.
QUALIFICATIONS
Great interpersonal skills
You enjoy talking and engaging with other people
Active on social media
You take the initiative, hustle and do whatever it takes to achieve your goals
Strong written and verbal communicative skills
Fast-Pace

Type: Other
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Full-time
Work Location(s): Los Altos, CA
**Bend Research**

Description of organization:
For more than 35 years, Bend Research has worked with clients to create value by advancing new medicines that improve human health and to solve their most difficult scientific and technical problems. This success is based on the company's ability to develop, advance, and commercialize pharmaceutical technologies, which grow from a solid base of scientific and engineering fundamental understanding. Bend Research is a leader in novel formulations, including spray-dried dispersion (SDD) and hot-melt extrusion (HME) formulations, as well as controlled-release, inhalation, and biotherapeutics technologies.

Job/Internship:
Research Chemist (Bachelor's or Master's): Work on pharmaceutical formulation R&D. Design, execute, and interpret a range of experiments. Work in formulation design, analytical chemistry, and application of physical and organic chemistry principles.
Sr. Research Chemist (PhD or Master's): Conduct high quality independent research in drug delivery, polymer science, modeling, and/or data analytics. Apply principles of thermodynamics and kinetics of soft materials, liquids, and interfaces to complex problems in teams.
Sr. Research Chemical Engineer (PhD or Master's): Lead R&D pharmaceutical projects with teams. Design and implement chemical processes, instrumentation and equipment. Provide expertise in engineering design and process. Assist manufacturing operation problem solving.

Type: Biotech/Pharmaceuticals
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Paid, Full-time, Summer Job, Internship
Work Location(s): Bend, OR

---

**Berkshire Hathaway Homestate Companies**

Description of organization:
The Berkshire Hathaway Homestate Companies (BHHC) is a group of six insurance companies that are part of the Berkshire Hathaway Insurance Group, headquartered in Omaha, Nebraska. Our Workers Compensation Division provides premier workers compensation insurance coverage to employers across the country, with offices in San Francisco, San Diego, Omaha, Atlanta, and Dallas.

As a member of the Berkshire Hathaway Insurance Group, BHHC has earned an enviable record of success in the insurance industry that is supported by an A ++ A.M. Best rating and a AAA bond rating from Standard & Poor's. Our corporate size enables our organization to react swiftly and effectively to opportunities in the insurance marketplace. At the same time, our financial strength provides our agents and insureds the secu

Job/Internship:
Job descriptions vary per position.

Type: Insurance
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Full-time
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA
**Berry, Appleman & Leiden LLP**

**Human Resources**

http://www.balglobal.com/

**Description of organization:**
Berry Appleman & Leiden is a leading corporate immigration law firm serving US and global companies around the world. Since 1980, our law firm has delivered consistently excellent service across our legal teams. We offer specialized service on difficult cases and assist Human Resources with program and policy management. Clients rely on our optimum combination of effective legal services and reliable IT tools to manage US and global immigration matters, corporate immigration programs and policies.

**Job/Internship:**

**Immigration Assistant**

OVERVIEW: The Immigration Assistant/Paralegal is responsible for working with attorneys in the preparation, filing, and monitoring of pending employment-based immigration petitions and applications with the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service, Department of Labor and Department of State.

**Consular Services Advisor**

OVERVIEW: The Consular Services Advisor reports directly to the Regional Consular Services Manager in the respective region and works as an integral member of the Consular Services team assisting with document services and consular services for all clients in the designated region.

**Type:** Law/Law Related  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA

---

**BioMarin**

**Pharmaceuticals**

http://www.bmrn.com

**Description of organization:**
BioMarin leads the biotechnology industry in delivering therapies for chronic and degenerative genetic conditions that reduce patients' quality of life and shorten life spans. We target diseases that lack effective therapies and affect relatively small numbers of patients, many of whom are children. As we enter 2015, BioMarin will continue to focus on advancing therapies that are the first or best of their kind and make a big difference in improving patients' lives.

**Job/Internship:**

BioMarin’s Novato Clinical manufacturing operations produce recombinant enzyme replacement proteins using various mammalian cell culture processes and multiple column purification systems. Under direction of the Supervisor, the Manufacturing Associate will be responsible for job functions that support activities for clinical manufacturing. The Associate is responsible for working on a shift with 6 – 10 peers with responsibilities of preparing large scale solutions (buffers and media), managing raw material inventory, operating process equipment in Upstream or Downstream areas while supporting daily operations while ensuring compliance with current Good Manufacturing Practice regulations (eGMP), Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), product licenses, corporate policies and safety practices.

**Type:** Biotech/Pharmaceuticals  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor  
**Major(s):** MCB-General, Microbiology, Mechanical Engineering, Materials Science and Engineering, Engineering Science (undeclared), Bioengineering, Applied Science and Technology  
**Position(s):** Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** Novato, CA
**BlackBerry**

Description of organization:
A global leader in mobile communications, BlackBerry, (formerly Research In Motion), revolutionized the mobile industry with the introduction of the BlackBerry solution in 1999. Today, BlackBerry aims to inspire the success of millions of customers around the world by continuously pushing the boundaries of mobile experiences. BlackBerry empowers customers with an end-to-end suite of mobile solutions, delivering innovative mobile technologies to users and organizations that value productivity and achievement. BlackBerry services the needs of customers looking for secure technologies that drive communications and collaboration. BlackBerry is focused on driving growth through four key lines of business: Enterprise, Devices, Messaging, and Technology Solutions.

**Job/Internship:**
Sales Development Representative 885427

*Type:* Telecommunications  
*Degree(s):* Bachelor, Masters  
*Major(s):* Business Administration, Engineering  
*Position(s):* Full-time, Internship  
*Work Location(s):* Pleasanton, CA

---

**Blue Shield of California**

Description of organization:
Blue Shield of California is a not-for-profit California healthplan serving over 3 million members.

**Job/Internship:**
Work in Medical Informatics area on analytics to support effective care delivery. Areas of focus may include:
- Analytics to support design and evaluation of care programs
- Consultation with provider partners on opportunities for enhancing care delivery
- Development of analytic applications to inform strategic and tactical decision-making
- Design of reporting systems to support management decisions

*Type:* Hospital/Healthcare  
*Degree(s):* Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional  
*Major(s):* All Majors  
*Position(s):* Full-time  
*Work Location(s):* San Francisco, CA
Boys and Girls Clubs of the Peninsula

http://www.bgcp.org

Description of organization:
The Boys & Girls Clubs of the Peninsula (BGCP) is a vibrant, entrepreneurial nonprofit in the heart of Silicon Valley that is committed to helping the at-risk youth of the community graduate from high school ready for college and career. BGCP has grown rapidly over the past five years and now serve 2,000 active members at 13 sites with an annual operating budget of $8 million. Our mission is to provide low-income youth of our community with the opportunities that enable them to graduate ready to succeed in college or career. In neighborhoods where more than half of youth drop out of high school, Club members learn the importance of education and become part of a community of learners, wanting and expecting to do well in school.

Job/Internship:
After School Instructor--AmeriCorps
AmeriCorps | Menlo Park, Redwood City, or East Palo Alto, CA, United States
Position Description
The AmeriCorps After-School Instructor role is an ideal position for an individual interested in a long term career in education, either as a teacher or an administrator, or in the non-profit sector, including in non-profit leadership. Moreover, this position is well suited for individuals who are: passionate about working with and developing mentoring relationships with youth; interested in learning about education in low-income communities; and those who are passionate about an area such as science, technology, arts, music, sports, cooking, writing, or poetry, or

Type: Education/Higher Education, Non-Profit and Social Services
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): All Majors, Education
Position(s): Part-time, Full-time, Summer Job, Internship
Work Location(s): East Palo Alto, CA / Menlo Park, CA / Redwood City, CA

Bracebridge Capital Finance

http://www.bracebridgecapital.com

Description of organization:
Bracebridge Capital, LLC is a leading hedge fund managing over $9.8 billion in net assets. The firm pursues an investment strategy primarily within the global fixed income markets with the objectives of capital preservation and absolute return without significant correlation to equity, interest rate and foreign exchange markets. Bracebridge trades a wide range of securities and derivatives. Established in 1994, Bracebridge has a record of strong growth and solid investment performance. Approximately 95 employees operate from our office located in Boston’s historic Back Bay. The entrepreneurial culture and small-firm environment at Bracebridge rewards and supports motivated, collaborative, enthusiastic and results-oriented individuals. We believe our firm’s greatest asset is the people w

Job/Internship:
Summer Analyst, Full-time Analyst

Type: Financial Services
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Position(s): Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): Boston, MA
Bridgewell Resources LLC
Human Resources

http://www.bridgewellresources.com

Description of organization:
Based in Tigard, Oregon, Bridgewell Resources™ spans the gap between suppliers and customers as a global trader and wholesale distributor of wood, food, agricultural, mat, utility and construction products. These organizations rely on Bridgewell to provide products as specialized as organic fertilizer blends and as common as OSB and plywood, then manage the complexities of customs and shipping logistics, from source through delivery. Committed to providing a challenging and rewarding work experience with outstanding benefits and opportunities for personal and professional growth, Bridgewell Resources is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer. Minorities and women are encouraged to apply for open positions.

Job/Internship:
TRADER TRAINEE PROGRAM
Each year, Bridgewell Resources recruits graduating seniors like you – creative, curious, analytical, entrepreneurial – to become the next generation of trading talent in our organization. The Trader Trainee Program launches annually in late June.

What Our Trader Trainee Program Offers You
• Introduction to a career as a trader serving an array of customers and suppliers in the utility, renewable energy, building and construction, industrial manufacturing, food processing and packaged goods industries, as well as governments and other entities worldwide.
• Rigorous and unique on-site classroom training program to introduce you to our trading approach and markets,

Type: Agriculture, Energy, Food, Beverage and Tobacco, Government, Materials and Construction, Retail and Wholesale Trade
Degree(s): Bachelor
Position(s): Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): Tigard, OR

Camp Tawonga
Non-profit

http://www.tawonga.org

Description of organization:
To be emailed.

Job/Internship:
to be e-mailed.

Type: Non-Profit and Social Services
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Paid, Student Employment, Summer Job, Internship
Work Location(s): Groveland, CA
**ReceiveProof Compliance & Internal Ops**

http://www.captureproof.com

*Description of organization:*  
Put the doctor’s eye, into the patient’s hand. With the CaptureProof app, patients easily capture snapshots and videos of symptoms over time. Everybody heals differently - multiple images clearly show-and-tell patients’ exact health. CaptureProof automatically creates a time lapse and comparison of patient’s healing to electronically share with a care team, either at the next visit or anywhere, anytime. CaptureProof turns wait-and-see into see-and-know.

At CaptureProof we are bringing medicine into the 21st century with forward thinking institutional partners, such as Kaiser Permanente, Cornell, Yale, UNC, Penn, Baylor, Mayo, Northwestern, University of South Carolina, UIC… we could go on!

Want to change the face of healthcare? CaptureProof wants to talk to you!

*Job/Internship:*  
Want to change the world? Visit CaptureProof’s booth & learn more! New-Grad Internship (NI): for new grads. Launch your career in a collaborative, fast-paced, diverse, & dynamic environment. You’ll be empowered to manage your own projects & challenged to excel with a balance of guidance and freedom. Undergraduate Internship (UI): for college students. Work in a professional, collaborative environment under the direct supervision of a mentor, take on exciting, challenging, and high-visibility projects. Build your portfolio, boost your resume over 10-12 wks over the summer. Perks: Cool “start up” multi-level office in SOMA, 3 min walk from Civic Ctr BART, Stocked kitchen, Roof Deck, Friday lunch&learns. Start Dates: May 26/June 1st. Complainers and jerks need not apply! join@captureproof.com

*Type:* Health Products and Services, Hospital/Healthcare  
*Degree(s):* Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional  
*Major(s):* All Majors  
*Position(s):* Paid, Unpaid, Fellowship, Full-time, Internship  
*Work Location(s):* San Francisco, CA

---

**Cardinal Education**

http://www.CardinalEducation.com

*Description of organization:*  
Since 2004, Cardinal Education’s highly-talented team of mentors and coaches has helped families and students achieve their academic goals. You will join a seasoned team of unrelentingly passionate educators who come to work every day eager to further strengthen the bonds between students and the information they ingest. Our holistic approach to understanding students gives them the attention, dedication, and motivation they need in order to leap from plateau to plateau of academic performance.

*Job/Internship:*  
Callisto Job ID Numbers: 885215, 885216, 885217, 885222, 885333, 885219, 885218

*Type:* Education/Higher Education  
*Degree(s):* Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional  
*Major(s):* All Majors, Chemistry/Chemical Engineering, Computer/Physical Sciences, Education, Biological Sciences, Engineering, Humanities, Social Sciences  
*Position(s):* Paid, Part-time, Full-time  
*Work Location(s):* Burlingame, CA
**Citizen Schools**

**Talent Acquisition**

http://www.citizenschools.org

**Description of organization:**
Citizen Schools partners with public middle schools in low-income communities to provide an expanded learning day, rich with opportunities.

**Job/Internship:**
Become an AmeriCorps National Teaching Fellow and Give Two Years of Service! Opportunities available in locations across the country: California, Illinois, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, or Texas. As a National Teaching Fellow you will be performing an extraordinary act of citizenship, helping the nation to address one of its greatest challenges; educating our youth in ways that promote self belief, college readiness and the skills needed to achieve their dreams. It is an opportunity that leads to a better future for students, yet also holds rich benefits for those willing to dedicate two years of their life to national service through AmeriCorps. That’s why we call the opportunity: Teach, Serve, Grow. Inspire Children and Accelerate Your Career Growth.

**Type:** Non-Profit and Social Services

**Degree(s):** Bachelor

**Major(s):** All Majors

**Position(s):** Fellowship, Full-time

**Work Location(s):** San Jose, CA / Oakland, CA

---

**City of Fremont**

http://fremont.gov

**Description of organization:**
Municipal government

**Job/Internship:**
Law enforcement
Human Resources - payroll and benefits

**Type:** Government

**Degree(s):** Bachelor

**Major(s):** All Majors

**Position(s):** Full-time

**Work Location(s):** Fremont, CA
**City Year**  
http://www.cityyear.org

**Description of organization:**

City Year was founded in 1988 on the belief that young people can change the world. City Year is an education focused, nonprofit organization that unites young people of all backgrounds for a year of full-time service to keep students in school and on track to graduation. At City Year’s 21 urban locations across the United States and two international affiliates, teams of trained young people called corps members serve full-time in schools for the academic year as tutors, mentors and role models. By focusing on attendance, behavior and course performance, which identify students who are at risk of dropping out, corps members are uniquely able to help students and schools succeed.

**Job/Internship:**

**WHAT YOU’LL DO**

Beginning each day before the first school bell rings and staying until the last child leaves the afterschool program, you’ll serve students, schools and communities through academic support, attendance and behavior encouragement, and school improvement projects.

--Provide one-on-one or small group tutoring before, during and after school to help students work through their academic challenges

--Run afterschool clubs and service projects to give students a positive and safe activity to participate in

--Lead energetic morning greetings for the whole school to create more encouraging learning

--Take attendance and call late or absent students to encourage them to come to school

--Make positive phone calls home to fill parents and family in on student progress

**Type:** Education/Higher Education, Non-Profit and Social Services  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** Nation Wide

---

**ClickTime Talent**  
http://www.clicktime.com

**Description of organization:**

We’re ClickTime. We believe in empowering organizations to become efficient, resourceful, and successful through the power of the cloud – and a human touch. We’re best known for our world-class timesheet management software used by thousands of customers worldwide. If you’re interested in driving best business practices around the globe, while being mentored by - and working alongside - super-smart, driven, team-oriented people, ClickTime may be the place for you.

**Job/Internship:**

Our office is in the heart of downtown San Francisco with great food and coffee just steps away. We provide big company benefits while maintaining the size and energy of a startup. Working with us means you’ll be challenged, surrounded by high quality teammates, and pushed to learn and expand within your space.

**Type:** Computer Software  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Professional  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Paid, Full-time, Summer Job, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA
Description of organization:
For over a decade, the Coit Group has been working hand in hand with the founders, investors, board members, and hiring managers who have selected us as their business partners. We have learned that the only way to help develop a successful company is to build a winning team. Building the winning team requires more than just hiring talented people. It means hiring people who will work well together.

Our team has led us to our recognition as one of the top recruiting companies in the Bay Area, receiving many honors including “Bay Area’s Top 100 Fastest Growing Companies” and “Best Agency in San Francisco”.

Job/Internship:
Recruiter
San Francisco, California (CA),

Top Sales Recruiting Opportunity
If you are a top performer that is interested in status AND earnings in the top 10% of everyone, then this is the career opportunity for YOU! This is a truly extraordinary career opportunity for you to be forever branded as one of the Top Recruiters in the Nation.

The Coit Group is looking for a Sales Recruiter to join our growing team! The ideal candidate has strong research skills and the creative ability to attract passive talent. Our clients are some of the hottest Venture Capitalist funded, private companies in the Bay Area. They are leaders in their industries who enlist us to help build their sales teams and find them the best minds in the business.

Type: Other
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Paid, Full-time
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA
Description of organization:
Founded in 1995, Constant Contact is a publicly traded company (NASDAQ: CTCT) with its corporate headquarters near Boston and additional offices in Colorado, Florida, San Francisco, New York and London. Constant Contact's marketing platform (email marketing, social media marketing, event marketing, and online survey) and our 1,500 passionate employees help drive the success of over 500,000 small businesses and organizations.
Given the company’s rapid growth, we are looking for Financial Analysts to join the strategic finance and corporate planning teams. We are looking for smart, curious, principled and motivated candidates who want to learn and help make a real impact on the business as we strive to realize our mission of serving millions of small businesses.

Job/Internship:
Founded in 1995, Constant Contact is a publicly traded company (NASDAQ: CTCT) with its corporate headquarters near Boston and additional offices in Colorado, Florida, San Francisco, New York and London. Constant Contact's marketing platform (email marketing, social media marketing, event marketing, and online survey) and our 1,500 passionate employees help drive the success of over 500,000 small businesses and organizations.
Given the company’s rapid growth, we are looking for Financial Analysts to join the strategic finance and corporate planning teams. We are looking for smart, curious, principled and motivated candidates who want to learn and help make a real impact on the business as we strive to realize our mission of serving millions of small businesses.

Type: Computer Software
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): All Majors, Business Administration
Position(s): Student Employment, Full-time
Work Location(s): Waltham, MA
Currie & Brown

http://www.curriebrown.com

Description of organization:
Currie & Brown is one of the world’s leading construction consultancy firms dedicated to
advising clients in all aspects related to the development, management and utilization of their
physical assets.
With over 700 staff members worldwide, we have global reach with a local delivery ethic. We
are recognized for our exceptional quality of service, close long-term client relationships and
sustainable added value.
We are committed to being the best built environment asset managers through excellent client
service. We will continue to grow our business by pioneering new techniques and by
implementing innovative ideas for the benefit of our clients.

Job/Internship:
Jr. Scheduler and Project Controls Engineer

Type: Engineering
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Professional
Major(s): Industrial Engineering and Operations Research, Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Position(s): Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA

Customer Marketing Group

http://www.customermarketinggroup.com

Description of organization:
CMG is an analytical services firm with offices in The Woodlands, Texas and Berkeley,
California. Our experienced team solves complicated problems that our clients do not
have the ability or capacity to answer on their own. At our small but growing 20 year old
firm, you will have the freedom to be yourself while working in a fun, yet challenging,
environment. You will enjoy opportunities to take ownership of meaningful projects and
make a real difference at businesses both large and small. This is a paid, three month
internship with the potential to develop into a permanent position. Our advisors utilize
reliable analytical techniques to deliver quantitative solutions to a variety of business
issues.

Job/Internship:
Do you enjoy solving problems? Are you are excited by the opportunity to impact big
business, but prefer working in a small business environment? If so, Customer Marketing
Group (CMG) may be the perfect fit for you. At CMG, we frame business objectives and
apply creative yet practical solutions to complex situations. Through the Analyst
Internship, you will work with our team to research, produce, and participate in the
analysis of business decisions and market response. We are seeking candidates who are
pursuing a Master's Degree and/or PhD in Mathematics, Statistics, or Economics.
Doctoral candidates are encouraged to apply. Exceptional undergraduates in Mathematics
will also be considered. Applicants must be authorized to work in the United States on a
full-time basis.

Type: Consumer Products
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral
Major(s): Statistics, Physics, Mathematics, Applied, Mathematics, Information
Management & Systems, Information & Data Science, Industrial Engineering and
Position(s): Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): Berkeley, CA / The Woodlands, TX
**Daversa Partners**

**Description of organization:**
Be mentored and trained by the top entrepreneurs in the technology industry. We are looking for smart, ambitious, hard-working graduates. We build-out the leadership teams for the most important tech companies of our generation. No recruiting or technology experience is needed, just an entrepreneurial spirit and the drive to learn about the technology, business and venture capital world.

Check out these videos from our year-end company offsites: http://vimeo.com/83595019 http://vimeo.com/117456632

What we do: Daversa Partners (www.daversapartners.com) is a truly unique headhunting firm in that we work exclusively with the most prestigious venture capital companies in the world. We focus on building senior leadership teams for the top technology companies nationwide.

**Job/Internship:**
Who fits in at Daversa Partners? We are smart, relentless, and pride ourselves on never taking shortcuts. We are fearless in the pursuit of extraordinary talent. We never confuse effort with outcome. An outgoing fearless personality is required. We are a young and dynamic company—lots of room for growth personally and financially. No recruiting or prior sales experience is necessary. We're looking for hard workers (not the usual 9-5), strong communicators, quick learners, passionate and energetic people. Why it's awesome: On a daily basis, we are speaking and meeting with (on a daily basis) some of the most powerful and influential entrepreneurs and industry leaders in North America. Our CEO drive’s a culture where Ping-Pong and company-wide events are the norm.

**Type:** Other
**Degree(s):** Bachelor
**Major(s):** All Majors
**Position(s):** Full-time
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA

---

**David Donn Consulting, Inc.**

**Description of organization:**
Managed Care Consulting Firm

DDC is the first fully independent workers' compensation managed care consulting and research firm to exclusively serve the employer community. DDC's services are focused on workers' compensation managed care program (medical bill review, PPO, case management and UR) evaluation, restructure and audit, and vendor selection services. Clients are full and partially self-insured corporations, public agencies and Joint Powers Authorities (JPAs).

Since its inception in 2002, DDC has provided clients with cutting edge medical cost containment techniques and strategies, as well as practical consulting services aimed at optimizing savings and reducing medical costs through restructuring underperforming programs and introducing operational efficiencies.

**Job/Internship:**
Analysts are accountable for providing support to Sr. Analyst in managing, planning, and monitoring key projects from conceptions through implementation. They research and analyze cost containment, utilization and other industry-related topics in order to provide support to departments. They also assist in preparing various reports that cover forecast reports, budget status, and other management related reports. We’re looking for a smart, self-motivated quick-thinker who is interested in consulting as a career. This position will begin with job responsibilities doing analyst-level research, analysis, and substantial excel and client interaction. The ultimate scope of this position will depend on the analyst’s ability to learn, understand and execute the entry-level tasks.

**Type:** Other
**Degree(s):** Bachelor
**Major(s):** All Majors
**Position(s):** Full-time
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Description of organization:</strong></th>
<th>Drawbridge is the leading cross-device identity company building technology that fundamentally changes the way brands connect with people. By leveraging its Connected Consumer Graph™, which includes more than one billion consumers across more than three billion devices to date, Drawbridge enables brands to have seamless conversations with consumers across their computers, smartphones, tablets, and connected TVs. Drawbridge provides visibility into how consumers interact with brands across devices along the path to purchase with a true, unified, cross-device consumer view. The company gives marketers unparalleled insight to consumer behavior both online and offline to drive better results – from creating brand awareness to driving incremental sales.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Job/Internship:</strong></td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type:</strong></td>
<td>Computer Software, Media, Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Degree(s):</strong></td>
<td>Bachelor, Masters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Major(s):</strong></td>
<td>Mathematics, Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Position(s):</strong></td>
<td>Full-time, Internship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Work Location(s):</strong></td>
<td>San Mateo, CA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Description of organization:</strong></th>
<th>The Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) is the premier Federal drug enforcement agency. DEA is committed to investigating major drug law violators in the United States and all over the world. DEA works to dismantle drug distribution organizations, prosecute drug traffickers and destroy the financial infrastructure of these organizations. DEA is represented in over 220 offices within the United States and in over 86 offices in 67 foreign countries.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Job/Internship:</strong></td>
<td>DEA Special Agents conduct criminal and financial investigations targeting drug trafficking organizations that operate in the United States and worldwide. Duties include utilizing arrest/surveillance/undercover techniques, providing sworn testimony in Federal/State/Foreign courts, and writing highly detailed and technical reports. DEA Special Agents will enjoy an exciting rewarding career with opportunities for advancement and world travel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type:</strong></td>
<td>Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Degree(s):</strong></td>
<td>Bachelor, Masters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Major(s):</strong></td>
<td>All Majors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Position(s):</strong></td>
<td>Full-time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Work Location(s):</strong></td>
<td>Nationwide</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**DSM Biomedical**

**Description of organization:**
DSM – Bright Science. Brighter Living™
Royal DSM is a global science-based company active in health, nutrition and materials. By connecting its unique competences in Life Sciences and Materials Sciences DSM is driving economic prosperity, environmental progress and social advances to create sustainable value for all stakeholders simultaneously. DSM delivers innovative solutions that nourish, protect and improve performance in global markets such as food and dietary supplements, personal care, feed, medical devices, automotive, paints, electrical and electronics, life protection, alternative energy and bio-based materials. DSM has around 21,000 employees and delivers annual net sales of more than €9 billion. The company is listed on Euronext Amsterdam.

**Job/Internship:**
To be filled in at a later time.

**Type:** Biotech/Pharmaceuticals  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor  
**Major(s):** Chemical Engineering, Materials Science and Engineering  
**Position(s):** Part-time, Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** Berkeley, CA

---

**East Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD)**

**Description of organization:**
EBMUD, established by a vote of the people in 1923, has a proud history of providing high-quality drinking water for 1.3 million customers in Alameda and Contra Costa counties. The District's award-winning wastewater treatment protects San Francisco Bay and services 650,000 customers.

**Job/Internship:**
Engineering Aide - Under close or general supervision, depending upon the nature of the assignment, in a relief, part-time, or temporary capacity, performs subprofessional engineering or engineering-related technical duties; performs related work as required.  
Junior Engineer/Assistant Engineer - Under supervision, performs a variety of professional civil, electrical, and mechanical engineering work related to the operation of a large municipal water supply and wastewater treatment utility and hydroelectric generation system; and performs related work as required. Junior Engineer is the entry level and Assistant Engineer is the second level in this classification series.

**Type:** Utilities  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor  
**Major(s):** Mechanical Engineering, Materials Science and Engineering, Environmental Engineering Science, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Civil and Environmental Engineering  
**Position(s):** Part-time, Full-time, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** Oakland, CA
Emdeon

Description of organization:
Emdeon is a leading provider of revenue and payment cycle management and clinical information exchange solutions, connecting payers, providers and patients in the U.S. healthcare system. Emdeon's offerings integrate and automate key business and administrative functions of its payer and provider customers throughout the patient encounter. Through the use of Emdeon's comprehensive suite of solutions, which are designed to easily integrate with existing technology infrastructures, customers are able to improve efficiency, reduce costs, increase cash flow and more efficiently manage the complex revenue and payment cycle and clinical information exchange processes.

Job/Internship:
Roles vary.

Type: Hospital/Healthcare
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Full-time
Work Location(s): California

End-to-End Analytics

Description of organization:
End-to-End Analytics is an advanced analytics consulting company based in Palo Alto, California.

Job/Internship:
Responsible for developing and applying analytical modeling to assist clients with decision making, policy formulation, process re-engineering, and other similar business managerial functions. By applying professional methods of quantitative analysis, the Consultant helps provide recommendations to strategic questions; study and analyze existing processes and recommend step-function improvements to the customer’s operational forecasting and planning, to the pricing guidance for existing and new products, to the optimal replenishment and inventory policies at different stages in the supply chain. Duties include collecting and analyzing data, developing decision support tools (applications, models, processes), and delivering recommendations to clients.

Type: Other
Degree(s): Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc
Major(s): Chemical Engineering, Statistics, Mathematics, Applied, Mathematics, Information & Data Science, Engineering
Position(s): Full-time
Work Location(s): Palo Alto, CA
Enterprise Holdings

Description of organization:
Enterprise Rent-A-Car is the largest rental car company in North America. Ranked highest in rental car customer satisfaction by J.D. Power and Associates seven years in a row, Enterprise is an internationally recognized brand with more than 6,000 neighborhood and airport locations in the United States, Canada, the U.K., Ireland, and Germany. Enterprise is widely recognized as an employer of choice hiring more than 8,000 college graduates each year and has been repeatedly named as one of the “Best Places to Launch a Career” by BusinessWeek magazine.

Job/Internship:
As a Management Trainee, you are empowered to make business decisions that greatly affect your career as well as the bottom line. You'll gain responsibility for developing new business and maintaining current relationships. You'll be responsible for understanding cost control, reading your branch's P&L statement and understanding what it takes to run a profitable business. You will also learn how to deliver superior customer service. We will teach you how to effectively communicate, influence and interact with all types of customers, vendors and co-workers. You'll learn proper sales techniques to problem solving and conflict management. Those skills will provide you with the opportunity to market to local business partners and build solid, long-lasting relationships.

Type: Transportation Services
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): Nationwide

F50

Description of organization:
FF50 is a private founder and investor network based in Silicon Valley. F50 connects startups with a global community of professional and strategic investors.

Job/Internship:
Duties and responsibilities depending on your role:
You may network with entrepreneurs with the purpose of identifying fundable founders and startups.
You may assist entrepreneurs with the F50 application process and with presentation of their product(s) on demonstration days.
You may work with the F50 team to match startups with qualified investors via the F50 ecosystem and global investor network.
You may promote the F50 brand to founders and partners.
Based on your role and experience, you may be given additional opportunities and responsibilities in other areas, including:
Online/mobile platform development
Startup screening and engagement
Investor relations and engagement
AI
Recruiting
Community management and engagement
Partnerships

Type: Other
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): Computer Science, Business Administration, Mass Communications/Media Studies, Economics
Position(s): Paid, Part-time, Full-time
Work Location(s): Redwood City, CA
**Fair Isaac Corporation (FICO)**

**Analytic Science and Software Development**

http://www.fico.com

**Description of organization:**
FICO™ (NYSE:FICO) delivers superior predictive analytics that drive smarter decisions. Our groundbreaking use of mathematics to predict consumer behavior has transformed entire industries and revolutionized the way risk is managed and products are marketed. FICO's innovative solutions include the FICO® Score - the standard measure of consumer credit risk in the United States - along with industry-leading solutions for managing credit accounts, identifying and minimizing the impact of fraud, and customizing consumer offers with pinpoint accuracy.

**Job/Internship:**
Refer to Job Description handed out at Career Fair.

**Type:** Computer Software  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral  
**Major(s):** Statistics, Mathematics, Computer Science, Operations Research and Management Science, Engineering Mathematics and Statistics  
**Position(s):** Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** San Rafael, CA

---

**Felton Institute, dba Family Services Agency Human Resources**

http://www.felton.org

**Description of organization:**
Felton Institute, dba: Family Service Agency. Founded in 1889, Felton Institute (Formerly Family Service Agency of San Francisco) is the oldest nonsectarian, nonprofit charitable social-services provider in the City and County of San Francisco. Our mission is to strengthen families by providing caring, effective, and innovative social services, with special emphasis on the needs of low-income families, children, and the elderly and individuals who are disabled, thus improving the quality of life for all San Franciscans.

**Job/Internship:**
Job Description
Volunteer PREP RA will report to PREP Lead RA and will be responsible for assisting clients with self-report assessments of the client’s symptoms and functioning for the purpose of program evaluation, entering collected information into a database, and assisting with other research support as assigned. Candidates should possess familiarity with standard research methodology and prior research experience to ensure both sensitive and quality data collection.

**Type:** Non-Profit and Social Services  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters  
**Major(s):** Public Health  
**Position(s):** Unpaid, Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA
First Investors Corporation

https://www.firstinvestors.com/

**Description of organization:**
First Investors Corporation is a Wall Street-based financial services firm, established in 1930. We are proud of our long history of helping clients with their financial needs including college funding, tax savings and preparing for retirement.

Our philosophy is that we connect “Main Street to Wall Street.” Our one-on-one approach to clients is unique in our industry. We retain our clients and attract new clients because we stay in touch regarding their financial situation, risk tolerance and future financial goals.

One of the most rewarding aspects of working for us is the fact that we make a significant difference in the lives of others – for our clients and our representatives.

**Job/Internship:**

What you will do . . .

- Recommend solutions to your clients for their investment needs
- Collaborate with others in developing presentations delivered in group settings or one-on-one
- Keep in touch with clients to ensure that they have the right products for their current needs
- Create referral opportunities and build a referral-based practice
- Determine the course for your career in terms of financial objectives

Our extensive training program and state-of-the-art learning system is designed to prepare you so you are both business savvy and confident when working with your clients.

You will enjoy a professional office environment with all the support and tools you need to be successful.

**Type:** Financial Services  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** Walnut Creek, CA

Fisher-Nickel, Inc.

http://www.fishnick.com

**Description of organization:**
Fisher-Nickel, Inc. [FNI] is an engineering consulting firm owned by GTI International. Fisher-Nickel, Inc. was incorporated in 1999 and specializes in energy efficiency in commercial kitchens.

Fisher-Nickel, Inc. employs a diverse team of engineers, analysts, researchers and technicians with a shared passion for energy-efficiency and a desire to share their knowledge to further educate the commercial food service industry on the most innovative and cutting-edge technologies.

**Job/Internship:**

TBD

**Type:** Energy, Food, Beverage and Tobacco, Utilities, Engineering  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters, Professional  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Paid, Full-time, Summer Job, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** San Ramon, CA
**FLEX College Prep Human Resources**

Description of organization:
FLEX College Prep started 14 years ago, providing tutoring and enrichment services for pre-collegiate students. Since that time, FLEX has expanded to include a multitude of other services, including academic and college admissions counseling. The FLEX education model is based on a philosophy of interactive learning and creative teaching, and focuses on four key factors in creating an environment most conducive to learning: top caliber instructors, small class sizes, differentiated instruction and academic feedback and counseling.

Job/Internship:
ACADEMIC TUTOR
FLEX is looking to hire dynamic individuals with strong communication skills to teach courses in our winter, spring and summer programs. Subjects include math and science, standardized test prep, enrichment courses in critical thinking and problem solving, essay writing and literature analysis, and many more -- all educational backgrounds are welcome. Training is provided.
Successful applicants for this position are:
- Charismatic
- Enthusiastic about working with students
- Knowledgeable about their academic subject
- Knowledgeable about American standardized tests (AP, SAT II, SAT, ACT, etc.)
- Detail oriented
- Able to lead a classroom of students effectively
- Committed to their students’ success

Type: Education/Higher Education  
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional  
Major(s): All Majors  
Position(s): Part-time  
Work Location(s): Fremont, CA / Los Altos, CA / Cupertino, CA / Almaden, CA

---

**FormFactor Inc.**

Description of organization:
FormFactor, Inc. helps semiconductor manufacturers test the integrated circuits (ICs) that power consumer mobile devices, as well as computing, automotive and other applications. The company is one of the world's leading providers of essential wafer test technologies and expertise, with an extensive portfolio of high-performance probe cards for DRAM, Flash and SoC devices. Customers use FormFactor's products and services to lower overall production costs, improve their yields and enable complex next-generation ICs. Headquartered in Livermore, California, the company services its customers from a network of facilities in Europe, Asia and North America.

Job/Internship:
TBD

Type: Computer Hardware, Other Manufacturing, Other, Engineering  
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional  
Major(s): Mechanical Engineering, Materials Science and Engineering, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science  
Position(s): Paid, Part-time, Full-time, Summer Job, Internship  
Work Location(s): Livermore, CA
**FusionStorm**

FusionStorm is an award-winning, information technology delivery (ITD) company. We combine best-of-breed products from leading vendors with a full suite of Professional and Managed Services to help our customers save money and grow their businesses. FusionStorm provides advanced technology and data center infrastructure expertise; world-class IT consulting, and managed and support services. We ensure our customer’s IT investments create value and realize high returns. FusionStorm hires extraordinary people who strive to make a difference. Our success is in large part due to our outstanding talented and dedicated employees. If you thrive on transformation, empowerment to make a difference, and identification of solutions in an innovative environment, we want you to join our team.

**Job/Internship:**
We have an immediate opportunity for an Account Executive Associate in San Francisco, CA for our Outside Sales division.

The ideal candidate must have 1 to 2 years of Sales experience

The primary responsibility of the Account Executive, Associate (AEA) is to partner with Principal Account Executives in selling FusionStorm products and services. AEs are empowered to help & support the Sales process; making it easier for an Account Executive to manage and seek out multiple client opportunities while the AEA works on and coordinates any related activities or client needs. In addition, the AEA will be actively searching for new sales opportunities by developing relationships with new customers. The AEA will work with various internal Departments as well as external

**Type:** Other  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA

---

**Galileo Learning People Operations**

Galileo is an innovation-focused education company that runs three summer programs at over 40 sites throughout the Bay Area and Los Angeles. Our mission is to develop innovators who envision and create a better world, and we reach this mission through our unique pedagogy, the Galileo Innovation Approach. We nurture creativity, curiosity and expression in campers, and believe in giving staff the opportunity to contribute their strengths toward the success of a program and company invested in their personal and professional growth. We also run a Summer Camps @ The Tech in San Jose for children entering grades 4-8. We are looking for passionate people who would like to spend the summer learning, laughing, and utilizing their subject expertise to inspire the next generation of innovators!

**Job/Internship:**
College students are a great fit for Team Leader and Assistant Instructor positions. Team Leaders guide groups of kids through each unforgettable camp day as they imagine, gain confidence, and have a ton of fun! Assistant Instructors support Lead Instructors in delivering major-specific curriculum and managing classroom dynamics in a fun, energetic way. If you have graduated or will be graduating in the spring, you may also be a great candidate for a Lead Instructor position. Lead Instructors are pivotal to the summer experience of Galileo campers, providing instruction and inspiration, fostering the type of learning environment which allows kids to explore and develop. You'll teach classes like Go-Kart Builders, Forensic Science, Digital Photography, Video Game Design, K-5 Art & Science,

**Type:** Education/Higher Education  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Full-time, Summer Job  
**Work Location(s):** Bay Area, CA / Los Angeles, CA
Description of organization:
GHD is one of the world's leading professional services companies operating in the global markets of water, energy and resources, environment, property and buildings, and transportation. We provide engineering, architecture, environmental and construction services to private and public sector clients. We have over 8000 employees scattered across the world, delivering industry-leading services to their respective clients.

Job/Internship:
POSITION SUMMARY
Assist with the engineering design, evaluation and implementation for a wide array of projects. This position normally receives general instructions on routine work, detailed instructions on new assignments.

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Assists Engineers by performing the routine aspects for engineering assignments.
Performs design calculations, sketches, and technical comparisons.
Prepares AutoCAD drawings and makes edits recommended by Project Engineers.
Prepares portions of project documents.
Researches code and regulatory requirements.

QUALIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
Bachelor's Degree in Engineering.
Engineer in Training Certification and prior internship preferred.
Proficient in Microsoft Office. Understands AutoCAD

Type: Energy, Financial Services, Materials and Construction, Architecture/Planning, Engineering
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Part-time, Full-time
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA / San Jose, CA / Santa Rosa, CA / Sacramento, CA / Eureka, CA / Irvine, CA / San Diego, CA / Phoenix, AZ
**GiveWell**

**Description of organization:**
GiveWell started as a group of finance professionals trying to do as much good as possible with their personal donations. Since 2007, it has been a full-time independent research group. We publish our charity recommendations, research, and the full details of our analysis publicly at www.givewell.org.

In 2014, GiveWell tracked over $27 million in donations to its top charities as a direct result of its research. Our research has received accolades from Peter Singer (who featured it in his manifesto on giving, *The Life You Can Save*), Nicholas Kristof (who featured it in *Half The Sky*), the Hewlett Foundation (a current funder of GiveWell) and media including the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, USA Today, CNN and NPR.

**Job/Internship:**
Callisto Job ID 885328
Research Analysts are GiveWell's primary staff and work on all parts of our research process. Research Analyst duties mostly consist of:
- Summarizing conversations GiveWell staff conduct with external parties (e.g., charities, funders, subject-matter experts)
- Reviewing research produced by other staff members for accuracy and clarity
- Taking part in discussions of which giving opportunities are most promising and of general GiveWell strategy
- Miscellaneous duties depending on individual preferences, including networking, outreach, writing, and original analysis on research questions

Callisto Job ID 884825
Summer Research Analyst responsibilities will be similar to those of the Research Analyst position.

**Type:** Non-Profit and Social Services  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Paid, Full-time, Summer Job, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA

---

**Gradberry**

**Description of organization:**
Gradberry (YC W'15) is bridging the skills gap and building scenario-based challenges to assess the skills and motivation of technical talent. We are an ambitious and award-winning team of builders with team members in Dubai, Boston and Mountain View. This role will be primarily located in Santa Clara, California, and we are looking for Bay Area based software engineers for a full-stack and front-end position.

**Job/Internship:**
Callisto IDs 884413 884411

**Type:** Computer Software  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Full-time, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** Santa Clara, CA
**Gradescope**

**Description of organization:**
Gradescope takes the pain out of grading paper-based assignments, while giving instructors an unprecedentedly detailed picture of what students actually understand.

Over 3 million pages of work belonging to over 25,000 students have already been graded, but we're just getting started on our mission to enable data-driven feedback to students and instructors, today.

The founders are recent Cal CS PhDs and we're based in Downtown Berkeley. We're well funded, growing rapidly, and looking to hire fellow Cal alums.

**Job/Internship:**
Will send update.

**Type:** Computer Software

**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional

**Major(s):** All Majors

**Position(s):** Full-time, Internship

**Work Location(s):** Berkeley, CA

---

**Guardian Life Insurance Company Bay Area**

**Description of organization:**
At Guardian, we know that promises matter. We’ve been keeping ours for over 150 years, since our founding in 1860. We’ve maintained our financial strength despite the countless ups and downs of the economy, so we can meet our future obligations to the people and businesses that put their trust in us. Today, Guardian continues to be there for the people and businesses who put their trust in us through innovative technology, products, and services. At the same time, we remain true to our founding spirit—putting people first, continually building on our financial strength and maintaining the highest ethical standards.

At Guardian, we take a holistic approach to financial planning, practicing both wealth management as well as risk management to help our clients achieve financial balance.

**Job/Internship:**

**Position Responsibilities:**
- Provide sound financial recommendations to help ensure financial security for clients, and possess the capability to move clients to take action and implement recommendations
- Act as an advocate for your clients; commitment to enhance, enrich and serve client base
- Implement cutting edge financial strategies to grow and develop long lasting, value based client relationships
- Commit to engage in a career long process of ongoing training and education to acquire the knowledge of financial products and services in changing economic conditions
- Expand a business practice by use of effective prospecting and referral based strategies, as well as identifying and cultivating new client relationships within target markets
- Learn necessary selling skills practices

**Type:** Financial Services

**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters

**Major(s):** All Majors

**Position(s):** Full-time

**Work Location(s):** San Ramon, CA
Hathaway Dinwiddie Construction Company

Description of organization:
Hathaway Dinwiddie Construction Company is the combination of two of the oldest, strongest and most respected companies in the California construction industry. Dinwiddie was founded in 1911 and Hathaway followed in 1923. With offices in San Francisco, Santa Clara, and Los Angeles, the company has over 250 salaried administrative employees and over 500 trade workers at construction sites. Our firm is headquartered in San Francisco and privately held by executive management, all of whom are active in the day to day business.

Hathaway Dinwiddie Construction Company performs General Construction, Preconstruction, Design-Build and Construction Management for a wide variety of clients. Our mission is to be the builder of choice for certainty of delivery and outstanding value.

Job/Internship:
An Intern provides technical support to, and under the direction of, the Project Engineers, Project Manager and Superintendent. An Intern’s primary obligation is project document control, while learning about the building process.

A Project Engineer provides technical support to, and under the direction of, the Project Manager and Superintendent. A Project Engineer’s primary obligation is project document control; additionally, the Project Engineer should gain competence in project administration, cost control, and scheduling tasks.

Qualifications include: basic understanding of project document control, enterprise software applications and cost control procedures; 4 year engineering or business degree, or related experience, plus experience and knowledge of construction and design.

Type: Materials and Construction
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Paid, Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA / Santa Clara, CA / Los Angeles, CA

Hershey Company

Description of organization:
The Hershey Company (NYSE: HSY) is the largest producer of quality chocolate in North America and a global leader in chocolate. Headquartered in Hershey, Pa., The Hershey Company has operations throughout the world and approximately 15,000 employees. With revenues of $7.1 billion, Hershey offers confectionary products under more than 80 brand names, including such iconic brands as Hershey's, Reese's, Hershey's Kisses, Hershey's Bliss, Hershey's Special Dark, Kit Kat, Twizzlers, Jolly Rancher and Ice Breakers. Corporate Social Responsibility is an integral part of the company’s global business strategy, including goals focused on fair and ethical business dealings, environmental stewardship, fostering a desirable workplace for employees, and positively impacting local communities.

Job/Internship:
Summary
The Retail Sales Representative will ensure flawless execution of store level sales and promotion plans with customer retailers in assigned territory. The territory consists of high volume food chain grocers and mass merchandiser customers. The RSR masters retail execution plans by driving incremental sales, implementing and maintaining best-in-class promotional and merchandising strategies, and ensuring 100% distribution on authorized Hershey items across all classes of trade.

Type: Consumer Products, Food, Beverage and Tobacco
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): Business Administration
Position(s): Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): Nationwide
**Hitachi Data Systems**

Description of organization:
Our products lead the industry, our people are at the top of their game, and our momentum in the market place continues its upward climb. Our global teams help transform valuable data into invaluable knowledge.

http://www.hds.com/

Job/Internship:
Details will follow.

Type: Computer Hardware, Computer Software, Electronics and Misc. Tech
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): Computational Engineering Science
Position(s): Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): Santa Clara, CA

---

**HS2 Academy**

Description of organization:
At HS2 Academy, we offer subject tutoring and SAT/ACT test prep for high school students, transfer students, and graduate school-bound students who endeavor to obtain their educational goals. We offer full-time and part-time positions for all branch locations. Northern California locations include Fremont, Cupertino, Millbrae, San Jose, and Pleasanton; our Southern California locations include Walnut, San Marino, Cerritos, Irvine, and Arcadia. For more information, please check out our website at: www.hs2academy.com.

Job/Internship:
College Counselors:
As a college counselor, you will help guide students through high school and the college application process. You will be offering advice regarding academics, extracurricular activities, college selection, and all of the related areas that add up to a successful high school career. Private college counseling is a fast-growing industry that offers both significant challenge and reward. We carefully regulate the number of students each counselor works with to ensure a highly individualized experience.

Instructors:
The ideal candidate is a committed, reliable individual who is looking for a long-term teaching position. Ideal instructors are not only great role models for our students, but also great motivators to help students reach their potential

Type: Education/Higher Education
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Part-time, Full-time, Summer Job
Work Location(s): Cupertino, CA / San Jose, CA / Fremont, CA / Millbrae, CA / Pleasanton, CA
IBM

Description of organization:
BigFix, now IBM Endpoint Manager, is a highly-scalable systems management solution that was acquired by IBM. Located in Emeryville, CA, the BigFix engineering team is responsible for building a distributed framework to discover problems and enact changes across diverse computing environments, as well as using this framework to develop products that compete in a wide variety of markets.

Job/Internship:
This position offers the opportunity to work in a small team with significant developer control over the design process. On the BigFix team, the best idea wins and highly motivated developers are given the chance to manage new features from conception and design through implementation and release. We have a fun and relaxed working environment with flexible hours. We expect a lot from developers, and in turn they receive the tools and support they need to work effectively.

Type: Computer Software, Engineering
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): Computer/Physical Sciences, Engineering
Position(s): Internship
Work Location(s): Emeryville, CA

ICON Plc

Description of organization:
ICON is a leading global provider of outsourced development services to the pharmaceutical, biotechnology and medical device industries. ICON’s Commercialisation and Outcomes practices provide insight to clients on strategies and execution for long-term value through customized engagements that fit the compound, the company and the market, maximizing products’ success and their benefits to patients’ health.

Job/Internship:
ICON’s Commercialisation and Outcomes practices provide insight to clients on strategies and execution for long-term value through customised engagements that fit the product, the company and the market, maximising products’ success and their benefits to patients’ health.
Role Overview
•Analysts at Pricing and Market Access are directly involved in client projects and are responsible for discrete sections of each project.
•Primarily responsible for data gathering via primary and secondary research and data analysis in support of client projects.
•Provide input into client recommendations and participate in the synthesis of final deliverables.

Type: Biotech/Pharmaceuticals, Health Products and Services, Hospital/Healthcare, Other, Engineering
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Full-time
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA
Infosys Ltd
talent acquisition

As you partner with Infosys to leverage new business growth opportunities, our emphasis is on accelerating innovation by delivering path breaking solutions or co-creating it with you. With so many rapidly changing technologies to consider and potentially adopt, our approach is to give you access to the many innovations stemming from Infosys, our award-winning research and development facility. We make you more competitive by injecting into your business the technology prowess to enter new markets and break into new product categories.

Job/Internship:
Technology Analyst:
Masters’ degree or foreign equivalent required from an accredited institution. Will also consider three year of relevant work experience in lieu of every year of education
At least 2 years of experience in Information Technology. At least 2 years of experience in software development life cycle. At least 2 years of experience in translating functional/non-functional requirements to system requirements. At least 2 years of experience in software development life cycle. Experience and understanding of in Production support and performance engineering

Type: Computer Hardware, Computer Software
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): Chemical Engineering, Statistics, Mathematics, Applied, Mathematics, Information Management & Systems, Information & Data Science, Business Administration, Engineering
Position(s): Full-time
Work Location(s): Nationwide

IXL Learning, Inc.

IXL Learning is an educational technology company like no other. We’re passionate about creating and supporting the best educational technology possible by developing dramatically innovative first-of-their-kind products. We look beyond the specific problems of today to see the bigger picture, with the ultimate goal of improving learning itself. People count on us to make learning as effective as it can be, and we are deeply committed to solving the real-world challenges faced by students and teachers around the planet.

Job/Internship:
Software Engineer
Multiple Openings: Mobile, Full Stack, Infrastructure, Applications, Front-End, New Grad, Intern, and more!
As a Software Engineer, you’ll build the back-end wiring, application logic, and UI that drive the site. You’ll find and use the best technologies to add features to our products as well as to create new products. You’ll be involved in all aspects of the development process – including design, coding, testing, debugging, and tuning. In addition to working with your fellow engineers, you’ll collaborate with other teams to design amazing products that meet the needs of our users, who are students and teachers all over the world.

Type: Computer Software, Education/Higher Education
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc
Position(s): Paid, Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): San Mateo, CA
Jaunt VR

Description of organization:
Jaunt's technology provides an end-to-end solution for creating cinematic VR experiences. We have developed an integrated suite of hardware and software tools to produce the highest quality immersive content.

http://www.jauntvr.com

Job/Internship:
We have various job openings available. Please check out our website for more information: www.jauntvr.com/careers

Type: Computer Hardware, Computer Software, Engineering
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional
Major(s): Mathematics, Computer Science, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Computational Engineering Science
Position(s): Paid, Full-time, Summer Job, Internship
Work Location(s): Palo Alto, CA

Kifi

Description of organization:
The Things You Should Know
Kifi uses the best of human curation and machine learning to create an entirely new product experience, connecting you with the things you should know, based on who you are.
Follow & curate libraries
Keep what matters
Kifi makes it extremely simple to keep all of your important pages.
Use the Keeper in our Chrome, Firefox, iOS or Android apps to save all your important pages
Keep pages to public or private libraries, add tags, rename, and choose an image for your keeps
Kifi will recommend highly relevant content to you based on what you kept

Job/Internship:
Engineering Intern
Role: We're looking for brilliant engineers who are hungry to make Kifi even better. Being a startup there are plenty of opportunities for generalists to work all over the stack, but specialists - especially along the lines of the job listings above - are highly welcome as well. If you are the right person, dates and times are flexible.
Content Strategy and Operations Intern
Help content strategy for early stage start-up
Execute strategy through social media and third party curators
Leverage crowd services to scale content operations
Analyze content vertical needs
You would be a Kifi ambassador at your school. Duties include promoting Kifi and attend conferences on behalf of Kifi to pitch our product.

Type: Consumer Products
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Paid, Part-time, Full-time, Summer Job, Internship
Work Location(s): Mountain View, CA / Nationwide
### KONE Inc.

**Description of organization:**
KONE is one of the global leaders in the elevator and escalator industry. The company has been committed to understanding the needs of its customers for the past century, providing industry-leading elevators, escalators and automatic building doors as well as innovative solutions for modernization and maintenance.

The company’s objective is to offer the best People Flow™ experience by developing and delivering solutions that enable people to move smoothly, safely, comfortably and without waiting in buildings in an increasingly urbanizing environment. In 2013, KONE had annual net sales of EUR 6.9 billion and over 43,000 employees.

**Job/Internship:**
To read full job description, visit the link at https://www.linkedin.com/jobs2/view/29062422

KONE, Inc is looking for enthusiastic, bright college graduates who want to begin a career in an innovative, global company. The most suitable candidates will have a blend of the ability to build strong, lasting relationships, the capacity to grasp technical concepts, and a desire to meet and exceed goals.

Skills, Education and Experience (English):
- Bachelor’s degree from an accredited college preferred or equivalent work experience.
- Preferred areas of study are: Business, Management, Engineering, Marketing, Supply Chain Management, Communications and Liberal Arts.
- Meet or exceed annual budget on new maintenance sales through...

**Type:** Materials and Construction
**Degree(s):** Bachelor
**Major(s):** Business Administration, Mass Communications/Media Studies
**Position(s):** Full-time
**Work Location(s):** Moline, IL

### Kranz & Associates

**Accounting/Finance**

**Description of organization:**
For nearly two decades, Kranz & Associates has been the recognized leader in providing superior financial & administrative consulting advisory services requested by CEOs, Boards, CFOs and the most prominent Venture Capital firms for companies at all stages. Our unique combination of experience working within premier venture capital firms, Fortune 500 Companies, successful start-ups and Big Four CPA firms, provides your company with deep industry knowledge and expertise which is unsurpassed anywhere else. Clients leverage the entire firm’s expertise and extraordinary network connections to get immediate results. We handle the finances while you focus on development and sales strategies for your company’s ultimate success.

**Job/Internship:**
Will be provided. Check back later.

**Type:** Accounting Services
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters
**Major(s):** All Majors
**Position(s):** Paid, Full-time, Internship
**Work Location(s):** Menlo Park, CA
L-3 Sonoma EO

Description of organization:
L-3 Sonoma EO (SEO) is a Division of L-3 Communications and is located Santa Rosa, CA, in the heart of Sonoma County Wine Country. We proudly support the U.S. Intelligence and military community by providing advanced technology solutions for their Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance, and Targeting needs. We design, develop and manufacture highly stabilized electro-optical and infrared (EO/IR) imaging systems for airborne and surface platforms. L-3 SEO is a dynamic and innovative business, open to new ideas and able to quickly transform new ideas into revolutionary technological improvements and new product offerings.

Job/Internship:
The Engineering Intern position provides an opportunity for students who are currently pursuing an engineering degree to get hands on experience working with engineers in cutting edge highly stabilized electro-optical and infrared (EO/IR) imaging systems. As an intern engineer you will be called upon to support a variety of engineering activities in a fast-paced engineering environment. In this role you may be assigned to a variety of engineering tasks throughout the Engineering department.
See Callisto for further details.

Type: Aerospace/Defense, Engineering
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): Physics, Computer Science, Engineering
Position(s): Paid, Summer Job, Internship
Work Location(s): Santa Rosa, CA

Lam Research Corporation
Human Resources

Description of organization:
Imagine working on the front lines of innovation, where you can make a difference, be rewarded for your contributions, and receive the support you need to take your career to the next level. You can find this exciting and supportive workplace at Lam Research.
Lam is a place where successful people want to work. We are a trusted, top-tier global supplier of innovative semiconductor manufacturing equipment and services to the world’s leading chipmakers. Our advanced process technology is transforming the way semiconductor devices are made, with atomic-scale features that are more than 1,000 times smaller than a grain of sand. We collaborate with customers to help them build smaller, faster, and more power-efficient devices that drive technology.

Job/Internship:
Process Engineer, Product Engineer, Mechanical Engineer, Software Engineer, Operations, Supply Chain

Type: Consumer Products, Other Manufacturing, Engineering
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional
Major(s): Chemistry, Chemical Engineering, Physics, Mechanical Engineering, Materials Science and Engineering, Engineering Physics, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Position(s): Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): United States
**Laserfiche**

http://www.laserfiche.com/jobs

**Description of organization:**
Based in Long Beach, CA, with offices in Hong Kong, Shanghai, Toronto, London, Guadalajara, Mexico, Washington, D.C., and Fort Lauderdale, FL, Laserfiche uses its Run Smarter® philosophy to create simple and elegant enterprise content management (ECM) solutions. Since 1987, more than 34,000 organizations worldwide—including federal, state and local government agencies and Fortune 1000 companies—have used Laserfiche® software to streamline document, records and business process management.

With our rapidly growing customer base and the increasing popularity of document management and ECM, Laserfiche is growing fast! We’re always looking for qualified applicants, and we want to talk to you!

**Job/Internship:**
All job descriptions are available at www.laserfiche.com/jobs

**Type:** Computer Software  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Professional  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Full-time, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** Long Beach, CA

---

**LaunchSquad Public Relations**

http://www.launchsquad.com

**Description of organization:**
LaunchSquad is a growing communications firm known for change-the-world storytelling with award-winning PR, online video + design, and original content programs. LaunchSquad has four offices located in San Francisco, New York, Boston and Detroit and offers a fun, fast-paced, and rewarding work environment. The client base includes consumer and enterprise technology, consumer lifestyle and media companies. LaunchSquad was founded in 2000 and is headquartered in downtown San Francisco. A current list of clients can be found here: http://launchsquad.com/clients/

**Job/Internship:**
Public Relations Account Associate at LaunchSquad: Entry-level, full-time opportunity for aspiring integrated communications practitioners.

PR Account Associates work on 3-4 client accounts and learn directly from LaunchSquad’s senior staff. From the start, Associates work closely with their clients on a daily basis and contribute to integrated communications programs in meaningful ways, including client relations, media and analyst relations, industry research, writing, branded content creation and tracking and measuring account activities and results. Whether our team is launching an unknown start-up or helping an established company reimagine their story, our work is handcrafted, always expanding.

**Type:** Media, Other  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Paid, Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA
**LeadQual**

Description of organization:
LeadQual is a full service digital marketing, lead generation and qualification agency. We help brands thrive in today's interactive world, and pride ourselves on our relentless pursuit of helping our clients achieve their goals. LeadQual provides services in Search Engine Marketing (SEM), Search Engine Optimization (SEO), Lead Generation and Qualification among others.

Job/Internship:
We are looking for a full-time Online Marketing Analyst to join our team. This person will help manage digital marketing campaigns and foster successful client relationships. This position requires excellent communication skills and a strong analytical background to optimize marketing campaigns to meet client objectives. The ideal candidate will have a strong interest in online marketing and be an independent self-starter with excellent data manipulation skills as well as the ability to think on their feet. This position provides an exciting opportunity to work with a dynamic team at a growing, supportive (and profitable!) agency.

Type: Other  
Degree(s): Bachelor  
Major(s): All Majors  
Position(s): Full-time  
Work Location(s): Emeryville, CA

---

**LGS Innovations**

Description of organization:
LGS Innovations researches, develops, and deploys networking solutions to address the most challenging communications needs of the U.S. Federal government, state and local governments, foreign governments, and commercial organizations worldwide to ensure their mission and operational success. LGS delivers groundbreaking research and advanced communications solutions and services that enhance its customers' ability to quickly and securely send and receive information, providing an information advantage. LGS Innovations is a U.S.-owned company headquartered in Herndon, Virginia, with offices in Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Maryland, New Jersey, New Mexico, and North Carolina.

Job/Internship:
- The successful candidate will work on unique, advanced protocols ranging from distributed MANET protocols to highly secure and hardened networking. Knowledge and application of internet tomography, protocol and system vulnerability analysis, OS internal operations and architecture, robust protocol design, analysis and validation schemes, mobile ad hoc networking, advanced security techniques are an important aspect of this work.
- Understand and adhere to all LGS Ethical and Compliance policies  
- Proactively ensure a safe work environment and adhere to LGS EH&S policies and procedures  
- Perform other duties as required

Type: Telecommunications  
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters  
Major(s): Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science  
Position(s): Full-time, Internship  
Work Location(s): Westminster, CO / Florham Park, NJ / Lisle, IL / Tampa, FL
**LitePoint Corporation**

http://www.litepoint.com

**Description of organization:**
LitePoint is the leading provider of test solutions for the world’s leading manufacturers of wireless modules and consumer electronics, including smart phones, tablets, and PCs. We are a Silicon Valley company founded in 2000 and since then, LitePoint products have been used to optimize and verify the operation of over 2 billion wireless devices. In 2011, LitePoint was acquired by Teradyne, the leading supplier of automated test equipment used to test semiconductors, wireless products, data storage, and complex electronic systems. In 2014, Teradyne had revenue of $1.65 billion and currently employs approximately 3,900 people worldwide.

**Job/Internship:**
TBD

**Type:** Professional, Technical, and Administrative Services, Engineering  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters  
**Major(s):** Electrical Engineering and Computer Science  
**Position(s):** Paid, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** Sunnyvale, CA

**Locus Analytics**

http://locus.org

**Description of organization:**
Locus Analytics, a think-tank in New York City, develops proprietary classification tools to describe economic systems. Founded by a veteran entrepreneur, we have developed a systems-based model that allows us to explain the complex operations of the enterprises that make up the global economy. We believe that this model will enable businesses and governments to better understand the anatomy of their economies. Our goal is for this understanding to transform the way that businesses, governments, and entrepreneurs interact to build new types of businesses and economies for the twenty-first century.

**Job/Internship:**
The classification analyst program applies our proprietary system to define industries and the distinct roles fulfilled by companies. Ongoing classification lies at the foundation of Locus and all its applications, and we are eager to continue building out the Locus database of global companies during the two-year classification analyst program. We are currently seeking full-time candidates for a September 2015 start date. Interested candidates should apply through our online portal: https://locusanalytics.typeform.com/to/fD4tRp.

**Type:** Other  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** New York, NY
M&A Capital, LLC
Investment Banking

http://www.MandACap.com

Description of organization:
Boutique investment banking firm in Los Angeles, CA

Job/Internship:
Investment banking analyst

Type: Financial Services
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): Business Administration, Economics
Position(s): Full-time
Work Location(s): Westlake Village, CA

Ma Labs, Inc
HR

http://www.malabs.com

Description of organization:
Founded in 1983, Ma Labs is one of the leading computer component distributors in the United States. The company specializes in memory modules and also distributes CPUs, storage products, motherboards, multimedia products, communication products, video graphic cards, notebooks and Microsoft products. We have over 5,000 hardware and software products in stock. Our more than three hundred sales, engineering and customer service employees are here to serve you from the company's 125,000 square-foot facility in the heart of Silicon Valley--San Jose, California.

Job/Internship:
New business prospecting and development; including develop new customers on domestic or international basis.
Generating new customer and sales leads, setting-up accounts and controlling credit limits;
Develop relationships and maintain continuous contact with existing customers, getting existing customers’ feedbacks and assisting with resolution of customer issues or complaints;
Making the discretion judgment, suggesting and promoting products to customers, working with manufacturers and Product Mangers to promote PC components and systems, and to improve the market share and generate the large amount of the business, as well as participate in the trade shows for promoting new products;
Quoting and negotiating price with customers, negotiate price through PM with manufacturers.

Type: Computer Hardware
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Full-time
Work Location(s): San Jose, CA
**Marvell Semiconductor Purchasing**

http://www.marvell.com

**Description of organization:**
Founded in 1995, Marvell Technology Group Ltd. has operations worldwide and more than 7,000 employees. Marvell’s U.S. operating subsidiary is based in Santa Clara, California and Marvell has international design centers located in China, Europe, Hong Kong, India, Israel, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan and the U.S. A leading fabless semiconductor company, Marvell ships over one billion chips a year. Marvell’s expertise in microprocessor architecture and digital signal processing, drives multiple platforms including high volume storage solutions, mobile and wireless, networking, consumer and green products.

**Job/Internship:**
- Responsible for new supplier enrollment and supplier information update.
- Approve PR and issue PO according to purchasing policy and internally defined rules.
- Assist to develop sourcing strategies to meet the requirements of internal stakeholders while optimizing the total cost of ownership.
- Assist to monitor supplier performance and manage supplier relationship for key suppliers across multiple business divisions.
- Assist to lead and facilitate supplier selection and highly complex negotiations to achieve favorable terms, ensure end-user needs are met and deliver substantial cost savings on a consistent basis.
- Assist in data collection and analyzes of spend data.
- Assist to analyze business process, develop and execute improvement plan to increase efficiency.

**Type:** Computer Hardware, Consumer Products, Electronics and Misc. Tech, Telecommunications, Engineering

**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters

**Major(s):** All Majors, Business Administration

**Position(s):** Full-time

**Work Location(s):** Santa Clara, CA

---

**Match Education**

http://www.matcheducation.org

**Description of organization:**
Headline If you’re looking to get involved with education reform and help to eliminate the achievement gap, Match Education is looking for YOU!

Match Education is an engine of discovery and applied innovation in education. We operate high-performing urban public charter schools and a unique graduate school of education that trains teachers for high-poverty schools. Out of this applied work, we refine, validate empirically, and eventually disseminate new ideas and practices on core questions in education reform.

**Job/Internship:**
Match and Summit Corps are one-year service fellowships in inner-city schools - working with students in small-group or individual tutorials over the course of each day. Corps alumni go on to some of the best law, med and grad schools, to teach, or to other careers in or outside of education.

ARISE Teacher Residents have the opportunity to work alongside school leaders and teachers and will be given scaffolded, structured course work, and strategic instructional coaching to help build the knowledge and skills to lead one's own classroom.

The Match Teacher Residency, we prepare rookie teachers with the tools to be effective in high-poverty urban schools. Those who successfully complete this 2-year program will be certified to teach and will receive a Master’s in Effective Teaching.

**Type:** Education/Higher Education, Non-Profit and Social Services, Other

**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters

**Major(s):** All Majors

**Position(s):** Full-time

**Work Location(s):** Boston, MA / San Jose, CA / New Orleans, LA
**Matson Navigation Company Human Resources**

Description of organization:
Matson Navigation Company is one of the leading U.S.-flag carriers operating in the Pacific, with a longstanding reputation for quality service in the transportation industry. Founded in 1882 and incorporated in 1901, Matson is the principal carrier of containerized freight and automobiles between the West Coast and Hawaii, Guam and Mid-Pacific, and is the largest subsidiary of Honolulu-based Alexander & Baldwin, Inc. In 2006, it introduced a new weekly service from Ningbo and Shanghai to Long Beach, California. In its 122-year history, Matson has been involved in the development of tourism in Hawaii through its luxury liners and Waikiki hotels, wartime duty during World War II and the introduction of containerization in the Pacific. The company is headquartered in Oakland.

Job/Internship:
Matson, a leader in Pacific shipping, is seeking a Business Administration Junior or Senior undergraduate student for a 12-week summer internship based in our Oakland corporate office. The intern will have direct exposure to the Chief Financial Officer of Matson working on strategic related issues. In addition, there will be the opportunity to rotate through the various Finance departments within Matson including Financial Planning and Analysis, Treasury, Risk Management, Accounting, and Investor Relations.

Type: Transportation Services  
Degree(s): Bachelor  
Major(s): Business Administration  
Position(s): Paid, Full-time, Summer Job, Internship  
Work Location(s): Oakland, CA

---

**MedBridge**

Description of organization:
MedBridge has revolutionized how education impacts patient outcomes. Our customers include major hospitals and clinics, encompassing thousands of healthcare providers. MedBridge has created an online educational ecosystem for physicians and clinicians to stay up-to-date with the latest research, refine their clinical skills, and to facilitate improved patient outcomes.

Job/Internship:
Do you want to be part of something amazing? We are looking for a driven and passionate Project Manager who wants to have fun and make a big impact while experiencing the excitement of a fast-growing company in the medical tech industry. Your role will directly impact the lives of patients around the globe!

In this role you will:  
Partner with industry experts in the field to create engaging curriculum that will immediately impact thousands of clinicians and patients.  
Act as producer for our course shoots, and manage all aspects of post-production.  
Manage multiple projects simultaneously at various stages of completion.  
Reach out to new instructors monthly about developing course content, describing our learning methodology, and addressing all potential issues in a timely manner.

Type: Professional, Technical, and Administrative Services, Computer Software, Education/Higher Education, Hospital/Healthcare  
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters  
Major(s): All Majors  
Position(s): Full-time  
Work Location(s): Seattle, WA
Meltwater Group
Client Acquisition

http://www.meltwater.com

Description of organization:
Interested in working for a young, innovative and ambitious company in San Francisco? Passionate about social media and what it can do for businesses today? Then keep reading!

Meltwater Group - Join a Winning Team
Meltwater is the global leader in the field of electronic media monitoring, delivering a cutting edge 'Software as a Service' (SaaS) solution to more than 24,000 corporate clients in more than 20 countries around the world. Headquartered in San Francisco, Meltwater continues to grow aggressively as the need for data and intelligence from the internet sphere continues to grow. To accommodate our growth we are looking for exceptional candidates for our San Francisco office who are eager to pursue an

Job/Internship:
The Role
The International Management Program is both intense and fulfilling. You will join the team with a focus on teamwork, culture, and, most importantly, a strong emphasis on Business to Business sales in the Marketing & Public Relations/Communications sector.
As part of the role, you will be speaking to a wide range of companies – from universities and local government departments to Fortune 500 companies. The right candidate will be responsible for the entire sales process as they liaise with C-Level Executives and directly sell Meltwater’s suite.
All Meltwater managers have been developed through this program as have the majority of its executives. The program is designed to prepare each consultant for a career in management, and successful

Type: Media
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Paid, Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA

Metric Theory, LLC.
Online Marketing

http://metrictheory.com/

Description of organization:
Metric Theory provides Search Engine Marketing and display advertising services for our clients. We are able to achieve market-leading results by focusing on:
Data – We have unprecedented access to data on who’s visiting a site, what actions they are taking, and how they got there.
Technology – We provide a technology-enhanced service to gain additional insights into campaigns, increase efficiency, and provide more transparent and robust reporting.
Communication – A dedicated account manager creates clear communication and ensures that we are aligned with our clients’ goals.
Results – Whether the goal is to increase ROI, drive additional conversions, improve traffic quality, or to raise awareness about a new product, our prime focus is to deliver top results.

Job/Internship:
The PPC Analyst position is the initial phase in a career track that builds mastery in both paid search advertising as well as account services. This role is designed to provide you with the training required to drive demonstrable results on advertising campaigns ranging from $10,000-$500,000/month in budget. The role is expected to last from 6 to 8 months ending with a promotion into an Account Manager position.

Type: Professional, Technical, and Administrative Services, Media
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Full-time
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA
**Motive Power Operations**

http://www.motive-power.com

**Description of organization:**
Motive Power is a proven and trusted boutique consulting firm providing an innovative approach to management consulting. With the Corporate office located in San Francisco, California, Motive Power is expanding to make an even greater impact on the world of project management. Motive Power is looking for enthusiastic, high-energy people with a passion for consulting and the project management discipline who want to make an impact in this growing industry. Our employees enjoy the opportunity to work for Fortune 500 clients and alongside many of the top consulting firms in the world.

As you would expect from a company revolutionizing consulting for the project management discipline, Motive Power provides a fast-paced, start-up environment where creativity is rewarded.

**Job/Internship:**

The Analyst is responsible for the supporting and organizing Client sponsored projects. The position requires skills in managing cross-functional, multi-location project teams using plan-based and/or cutting edge project management methodologies. The positions responsibilities include, but are not limited to, creating and maintaining project plans, schedules, assessing & mitigating risks, facilitating teams, and providing timely and accurate status reports and other communications to management and team members.

**Type:** Professional, Technical, and Administrative Services  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Paid, Full-time, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA

---

**Motive-Power, Inc.**

http://motive-power.com

**Description of organization:**
With a wide history of experience and education, Motive Power consultants have the know-how necessary to help create, plan, and manage the execution of projects for enterprises ranging from small, local start-up ventures to international, multi-billion dollar Fortune 500 companies. We are consultants focused on tangible solutions and employ a transparent and communicative process from initiation to completion.

Motive Power consultants have worked to successfully complete—on time, on budget and within scope—projects big and small in a variety of professional fields. Our team knows how to listen to your needs and, utilizing exceptional people skills, begin to appropriately align resources to accomplish your goals.

**Job/Internship:**

The Analyst is responsible for the supporting and organizing Client sponsored projects. The position requires skills in managing cross-functional, multi-location project teams using plan-based and/or cutting edge project management methodologies. The positions responsibilities include, but are not limited to, creating and maintaining project plans, schedules, assessing & mitigating risks, facilitating teams, and providing timely and accurate status reports and other communications to management and team members.

**Type:** Professional, Technical, and Administrative Services  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Full-time, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** United States
**Mulesoft**

**Description of organization:**
Mobility, cloud, big data, and the Internet of Things are driving a profound change for businesses, creating massive opportunities for innovation as well as escalating customer expectations. Companies must respond by transforming themselves to move faster than ever. In this Connected Era, how well companies connect the explosion of apps, data and devices will define their success.

MuleSoft provides the platform that changes how businesses connect by making it fast, flexible and easy. APIs are the catalyst for this change, unleashing information and eliminating the friction of integration for unprecedented speed and agility. With Anypoint Platform's API-led connectivity approach, MuleSoft is lifting the weight of custom connections and freeing companies to innovate faster.

**Job/Internship:**
MuleSoft is a rocket in flight, growing at over 100% YoY. The fuel to our rocket? Account Development Representatives (ADRs) who find, qualify and hand-off top quality sales opportunities to our tenacious field sales team. We are hiring smart, hungry and passionate people who have demonstrated excellence in performance. Whether in the classroom or in the boardroom, ADRs for MuleSoft exhibit a knack for building rapport, asking the right questions and doing it with the utmost professionalism. MuleSoft’s ADR team is looking for the sales leaders of tomorrow who are willing to get their hands dirty today. If you're interested in joining a winning sales team, this is the place.

**Type:** Computer Software  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA

---

**MyVest Corporation**

**Description of organization:**
MyVest is leading the evolution of the wealth management industry from product-centricity to client-centricity, from manual to scalable processes, while changing the focus from the account to the entire household - all in the name of helping more families secure their financial future. By integrating best practices in investment management with best-in-class technology, MyVest enables financial advisors and their firms to provide their clients truly personalized portfolios at scale.

**Job/Internship:**
MyVest seeks candidates interested in server-side and / or UI development. We seek motivated self-starters who can deliver individually or as part of a team. You'll use and learn not just cutting-edge technologies, but also the investment management industry. Ideal candidates possess the following qualifications:

- BS in Computer Science or Computer Engineering
- Experience with Java, XML, Javascript, HTML5 or other J2EE web development tools
- Creativity and problem solving skills
- Ability to quickly understand business requirements and develop creative technology solutions
- Internship experience
- Experience in any one or more of the following areas is a plus: Exposure to J2EE, SPRING, and/or HIBERNATE a plus
- Exposure to AngularJS
- Agile development

**Type:** Computer Software, Financial Services  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor  
**Major(s):** Computer Science, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science  
**Position(s):** Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA
Naehas, Inc.

http://www.naehas.com

**Description of organization:**
The Naehas Marketing Platform is revolutionizing the way high-volume, personalized marketing messages are generated. Large organizations are moving their outbound marketing into this new technology in order to gain sufficient operational efficiencies and strong control over content while also enabling true 1:1 messaging, a marketing strategy previously thought to be prohibitive. Naehas has helped several large Fortune 50 companies make over 2 billion marketing offers. Want to help solve some classic computer science problems, Rules Based Optimization, Dynamic Content Management and Versioning, Large Scale Data Processing, Layered Intuitive UI in new and innovative ways? Come check us out!

**Job/Internship:**
Software Engineer
The successful candidate will use their experience with Software Engineering and Java to design, build, and test features to improve the platform.
Design and implement features for our marketing platform
Actively drive to make our platform more scalable, more robust, more usable, more maintainable
Participate in code reviews and design reviews
Build unit tests to ensure your features keep working release after release

**Qualifications:**
Java programming experience; J2EE, JDBC, JSP, JavaBeans, Javascript, Servlets
Web Development experience
Knowledge of SQL and Linux required
Write excellent code that meets customer requirements and persevere past challenges
The build in drive to find a better solution
Preferred:
XSLT, JQuery, Hibernate, Spring

**Type:** Computer Software
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional
**Major(s):** All Majors
**Position(s):** Paid, Full-time, Summer Job, Internship
**Work Location(s):** Palo Alto, CA

NAI Northern California

http://www.nainorcal.com

**Description of organization:**
NAI Northern California is a progressive full service commercial real estate firm serving the Bay Area. We provide comprehensive brokerage services, advisory services for corporate end users, property owners, developers, investors and financial institutions. By staying in touch with all aspects of the real estate market, we are able to add value to any transaction within our area of expertise. Our agents each have their own niche focus, both with respect to geographic area and product type, enabling them to truly be experts in their respective fields.

**Job/Internship:**
Are you interested in the commercial real estate industry? Would you like to learn more about brokerage, development, and investment? Recently recognized as a "Top 25" Brokerage Firm by the Business Times, NAI Northern California provides comprehensive brokerage services, such as Apartment Building Sales, Industrial and Office Sales & Leasing and Property Management to help our clients strategically optimize their real estate assets. This internship will report to the Office Manager and Broker. As an intern you will have an excellent opportunity to gain valuable hands on experience in a fast paced real estate brokerage firm. Full-time employment upon graduation is available.

**Type:** Real Estate
**Degree(s):** Bachelor
**Major(s):** All Majors
**Position(s):** Full-time, Summer Job, Internship
**Work Location(s):** United States
**Natera**  
**HR**  
http://www.natera.com

**Description of organization:**  
Natera is a Silicon Valley-based genetic testing company that develops and commercializes non-invasive methods for analyzing DNA. Our mission is to help families diagnose and manage genetic disease.  
Natera is headquartered in San Carlos, California and has more than 600 employees worldwide – doubling in size in the last 18 months.  
Natera’s expertise lies in identifying and analyzing tiny amounts of foreign DNA in a host body. Our unique SNP based methods and advanced bio-informatics algorithms allow us to deliver results that are more accurate than other technologies. This requires teams of experts from genetics, statistics and engineering and laboratory, clinical and comm

**Job/Internship:**  
Senior Bioinformatician  
Our bioinformatics team works closely with our Biology R&D team and our Statistics team to develop new molecular diagnostic tests. The ideal candidate for this position is a hands-on bioinformatics scientist with strong programming skills. You should have significant experience analyzing high-throughput sequencing data. You should be comfortable working with very large datasets, developing software for computational clusters, and analyzing noisy biological data. The ability to collaborate with experts in other disciplines, including biologists, mathematicians and engineers, is essential.

**Type:** Biotech/Pharmaceuticals, Computer Software, Electronics and Misc. Tech, Health Products and Services  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** San Carlos, CA

---

**New Sector Alliance**  
http://www.newsector.org/

**Description of organization:**  
New Sector Alliance seeks to help non-profits build capacity to meet increasing community needs in an era of decreasing resources. At the same time, we are developing the next generation of leaders ready to tackle the most pressing challenges facing the social impact sector. For over 10 years, our programs have provided high-impact support for hundreds of community organizations while driving the development of emerging leaders who have gone on to outstanding careers in social impact.

**Job/Internship:**  
New Sector offers Fellowship programs for emerging leaders and recent college graduates (RISE AmeriCorps Fellowships) and current college undergraduates and current graduate students (Summer/Senior Summer Fellowships) who are committed to the social sector. Fellows are selected from a highly competitive pool and matched with a nonprofit organization in Boston, Chicago, San Francisco or the Twin Cities to serve full-time completing capacity-building projects that allow organizations to more effectively achieve their missions. Host site projects are designed to create, improve, or expand services and may focus on impact measurement, outreach, and program development initiatives, among others.

**Type:** Non-Profit and Social Services  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor  
**Major(s):** All Majors, Business Administration, Communications/Arts, Education, Law, International/Language Studies, Environmental Design, Humanities, Health & Health Sciences, Social Sciences, Natural Resources/Environmental  
**Position(s):** Paid, Fellowship, Full-time, Summer Job, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA / Boston, MA / Twin Cities, MN / Chicago, IL
**New York Life**

**http://www.newyorklife.com**

**Description of organization:**
About New York Life: The tradition of conservative investment management practices and the ability to meet customer need has built a company that people can trust with their finances and their futures. New York Life is completely dedicated to maintaining its position as both a leader among insurance companies and a major force in the financial services industry. By staying true to the principles of prudent expansion, conservative growth, full service and, above all, a strong field force, New York Life will maintain and enhance its reputation as The Company You Keep.

**Job/Internship:**
We're looking for motivated self-starters who want to:
- Build their career with significant income potential.
- Grow their business supported by the financial strength and integrity of New York Life Insurance Company.
- Make a difference in their community by helping others achieve peace of mind.
- Customize their career path to match their personal goals.
- Experience a lifetime of learning and professional development.
- Enjoy recognition and rewards for their achievements.
- Define their career path as an agent and have the opportunity for management.
- Receive competitive compensation and a flexible benefits package that includes: 401(k), and choice of health plans.

**Type:** Financial Services
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters, Professional
**Major(s):** All Majors
**Position(s):** Paid, Unpaid, Part-time, Student Employment, Full-time, Internship
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA / San Mateo, CA

---

**Nike Inc Global Procurement**

**http://www.nike.com**

**Description of organization:**
Nike does more than outfit the world’s best athletes. We’re a place to explore potential, obliterate boundaries, and push out the edges of what can be. We’re looking for people who can grow, think, dream and create. We thrive in a culture that embraces diversity and rewards imagination. We seek achievers, leaders and visionaries. At Nike, it’s about bringing what you have to a challenging and constantly evolving game.

**Job/Internship:**
Direct Procurement is focused on our end-to-end supply chain, looking through the lenses of: Value Maximization, Materials & Packaging, Manufacturing Equipment, and Supply Chain Logistics. As part of the analyst program, you will be trained in and deploy our Procurement Framework, including sourcing strategy, sourcing execution and supplier relationship management. The sourcing strategy will be based on overall Nike and Global Procurement objectives, supply market dynamics and rigorous TCO analytics. As you progress through the analyst program, you will master all of the core capabilities required to move into a sourcing manager role. Additionally, you will gain exposure to key stakeholders throughout the broader operations organization.

**Type:** Consumer Products, Health Products and Services, Materials and Construction, Retail and Wholesale Trade
**Degree(s):** Bachelor
**Position(s):** Full-time
**Work Location(s):** Portland, OR
Description of organization:
The NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) Commissioned Officer Corps is the seventh uniformed service. The service consists of approximately 321 commissioned officers. A typical officer's career is spent in a broad variety of assignments that rotate between 2-3 Yr sea duty and 3 shore stations. NOAA Corps officers operate ships, fly aircraft, lead mobile field parties, conduct diving operations, manage research projects, and serve in staff positions throughout NOAA.

Job/Internship:
The NOAA Commissioned Officer Corps is the uniformed component of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. A typical officer's career is spent in a broad variety of assignments that rotate between sea duty and shore stations. NOAA Corps officers operate ships, fly aircraft, lead mobile field parties, conduct diving operations, manage research projects, and serve in staff positions throughout NOAA. If you are interested in a career that includes service, science, and adventure, you will find a unique opportunity in the NOAA Corps. Selected candidates are commissioned as Ensigns and, after successful completion of the 4-5 month long Basic Officer Training Class (BOTC), are assigned to a NOAA survey or research ship for 2-3 years. There is a 12-15 month service period.

Type: Government
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Position(s): Full-time
Work Location(s): Nation-wide
Nomis Solutions

Description of organization:
Nomis is a fast-growth company that combines cutting-edge Silicon Valley approaches to big data, advanced modeling, and deep analytics to help large and medium-sized retail banks better understand their customers. We help these banks deliver win-win products and pricing in an environment that is increasingly competitive, highly disruptive, and with an expectation of rising interest rates. With experience in over 75 implementations, Nomis customers are on track to optimize $1 trillion in banking transactions and generate $1 billion in incremental profits.

Job/Internship:
Applications Engineer - http://grnh.se/4ikynv
Associate Product Manager - http://grnh.se/sdv43f
Big Data Developer - http://grnh.se/gvu3ik
Business Analyst - http://grnh.se/p5stvl
Development Operations (DevOps) Intern - http://grnh.se/iaq3m1
Development Operations Engineer - http://grnh.se/pkis0n
QA Engineer - http://grnh.se/qr8gaw
Software Engineer - http://grnh.se/53om1t
Software Engineer in Test - http://grnh.se/6rq0s2
Software Engineer in Test Intern - http://grnh.se/ig42od

Type: Computer Software, Consumer Products, Diversified Services, Financial Services, Engineering
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional
Major(s): Computer/Physical Sciences, Engineering
Position(s): Full-time, Summer Job, Internship
Work Location(s): San Bruno, CA

Nordson ASYMTEK

Description of organization:
Nordson ASYMTEK (1983)-Fluid Dispensing- is a world leader in automated fluid dispensing, jetting and conformal coating. We design and manufacture a full line of equipment for semiconductor package assembly, printed circuit board assembly, LED assembly, life science product assembly and other precision manufacturing with 30 years of experience.  
• We offer fluid dispensing systems to meet a wide variety of production requirements
• We have a diverse line of jets, pumps and valves for applying different materials during manufacturing
• We have conformal coating equipment and systems that provide advantages for printed circuit board and electronics manufacturers, from batch to high-volume, in-line processing.
• High Mix Low Volume manufacturing world
and PCB technology.

Job/Internship:
Nordson ASYMTEK, an intense and exciting company, is looking for interns to join our creative team of engineers working to develop systems and analysis for a wide variety of companies and industries. Our engineers are hard-working, smart, goal-oriented and creative, and they are looking for interns to train to participate in every level of system design and orientation. The interns hired for this position should expect to learn all facets of manufacturing, and will leave this position with invaluable skills and industry knowledge. Also, this internship program is highly regarded in our field, so successful participation will be a great addition to your resume.

Type: Electronics and Misc. Tech, Other Manufacturing, Engineering
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Industrial Engineering and Operations Research, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Position(s): Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): Carlsbad, CA
**Northwestern Mutual**

**Description of organization:**
Northwestern Mutual – One of the "World’s Most Admired" companies according to FORTUNE® magazine, Northwestern Mutual has been a leader in providing financial security to clients for over 150 years. Founded in 1857, our company is well-positioned to help manage financial risk and achieve financial security in today's complex world. Through a needs-based process, we help clients determine their financial security needs and then address those needs using a wide range of products and services. Northwestern Mutual and its subsidiaries offer an array of solutions, including permanent and term life insurance, disability insurance, long-term care insurance, annuities, trust services, mutual funds and advisory services.

**Job/Internship:**
The Northwestern Mutual internship allows you to truly test-drive the financial representative career. Interns ask clients and prospects lots of questions to understand their financial goals. They come up with creative financial solutions. They’re in business for themselves, but they’re never alone. They have support from their team and the company. If you want compensation, flexibility and the opportunity to truly make an impact, all at a company with exceptional financial strength*, then stop right there. You’ve found your internship.

* Moody's Investors Service Aaa (highest), 6/2014; A.M. Best Company A++ (highest), 4/2014; Fitch Ratings AAA (highest), 1/2014; Standard & Poor's AA+ (second highest), 7/2014. Ratings are subject to change.

**Type:** Financial Services, Insurance  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Full-time, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA / Redwood City, CA / San Jose, CA / Walnut Creek, CA

---

**Omaze**

**Description of organization:**
Omaze is an innovative platform to raise money and awareness for causes by offering all donors and fans the opportunity to win once-in-a-lifetime experiences with the world’s biggest celebrities. We’ve launched over 250 life-changing experiences — everything from a walk-on role in Star Wars: Episode VII to riding in an RV with the cast of Breaking Bad to going on a date with George Clooney in NYC. We’ve raised millions for worthy causes and generated significant awareness by regularly appearing in outlets like the Today Show, Vanity Fair, CNN, Good Morning America, Jimmy Kimmel, and many others.

**Job/Internship:**
Business Development Intern: We are seeking an all-star Business Development Intern who’s looking to get in on the ground floor of a company with an absurdly audacious vision for changing the world. You will assist our business development efforts and strategy to secure partnerships and lock-in campaigns.

Campaign Intern: We are seeking an all-star Campaign Intern who’s looking to get in on the ground floor of a company with an absurdly audacious vision for changing the world. You will assist our campaign efforts at every step of the process from experience design to our official launches to the close of the campaigns.

**Type:** Arts and Entertainment, Media, Non-Profit and Social Services, Other  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Internship  
**Work Location(s):** Los Angeles, CA
Oracle
Recruiting
http://campus.oracle.com

Description of organization:
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, ENGINEERED TO WORK TOGETHER
Oracle provides the world’s most complete, open, and integrated business software and hardware systems, with more than 370,000 customers—including 100 of the Fortune 100—representing a variety of sizes and industries in more than 145 countries around the globe. Oracle's product strategy provides flexibility and choice to our customers across their IT infrastructure. Now, with Sun server, storage, operating-system, and virtualization technology, Oracle is the only vendor able to offer a complete technology stack in which every layer is integrated to work together as a single system.

Job/Internship:
Sales & Business Development rep you will participate in a multiyear development program focused on building your foundation sales skills and mastering those skills to enable progression to advanced (or senior) sales positions.
* Responsibility collaborate with the virtual sales team on account strategy, demand generation activities and results
* Manage customer calls and web presentations
* Building sales pipeline and generating revenue
* Coordinate sales efforts with both Inside and Field Sales Rep
* Increase pipeline through demand generation and targeted campaigns
* Gain in-depth knowledge of Oracle products and technologies, territories, accounts, competitors, industry trends, etc

Type: Computer Hardware, Computer Software
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): Information Management & Systems, Computer Science, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Position(s): Full-time
Work Location(s): Redwood City, CA / Burlington, MA

Palo Alto Networks
HR/Recruiting
http://www.paloaltonetworks.com

Description of organization:
We are leading a new era in cybersecurity by protecting thousands of enterprise, government, and service provider networks from cyber threats. Because of our deep expertise, commitment to innovation and game-changing security platform, thousands of customers have chosen us and we are the fastest growing security company in the market.

Job/Internship:
The Palo Alto Networks is looking for a highly motivated students who are creative and has some relevant hardware/software engineering experience or coursework. Individual must be able to multi-task and be a quick learner. Palo Alto Networks is a revolutionary and dynamic company creating next generation firewalls. If you are a motivated, creative, and hardworking individual who wants to contribute and make a difference, this job is for you! Palo Alto Networks firewalls accurately identify and control applications—regardless of port, protocol, evasive tactic or SSL encryption—and scan content to stop threats and prevent data leakage. Enterprises can for the first time embrace Web 2.0 and maintain complete visibility and control, while significantly reducing total cost

Type: Computer Hardware, Computer Software, Electronics and Misc. Tech
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): Computer Science, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Position(s): Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): Santa Clara, CA
Paymentwall
http://www.paymentwall.com

Description of organization:
Paymentwall is the leading all-in-one global monetization platform for digital goods and services. Paymentwall’s fully customizable payment platform is localized in 200+ countries, providing more than 100 popular local payment options including credit and debit cards, bank transfers and direct debit payments, eWallets, prepaid cards, mobile and landline payments and payment kiosks/terminals.

Our headquarters are located in San Francisco, with other offices in Las Vegas, Berlin, Amsterdam, Istanbul, Kiev, Hanoi, Beijing, and Manilla.

Awards
"Best Payment System" at the 2014, 2015 iDate Awards
"Best Startup From Outside Europe" at the 2013 Techcrunch Awards
"Best Payment System award" at the 2012 Internet Dating Conference

Job/Internship:
Operations
Sales / Business Development
Marketing
Finance
Project Manager

Type: Financial Services
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Paid, Part-time, Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): San Francisco

Peace Corps (San Francisco Regional Office)
West Coast Regional Office
http://www.peacecorps.gov

Description of organization:
Peace Corps service is a life-defining leadership experience with a mission of promoting world peace and friendship. Since 1961, the Peace Corps has shared with the world America's most precious resource – its people. Peace Corps Volunteers currently serve in more than 60 countries in Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, Central and South America, Europe, the Pacific Islands, and the Middle East.

Peace Corps Volunteers live, learn and work with a community overseas for 27 months, providing technical assistance in six program areas:
• Education
• Health
• Environment
• Agriculture
• Community Economic Development
• Youth in Development

Job/Internship:
As the preeminent international service organization of the United States, the Peace Corps sends Americans abroad to tackle the most pressing needs of people around the world. Peace Corps Volunteers work at the grassroots level toward sustainable change that lives on long after their service—at the same time becoming global citizens and serving their country. When they return home, Volunteers bring their knowledge and experiences—and a global outlook—that enriches the lives of those around them.

Type: Non-Profit and Social Services
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Full-time
Work Location(s): Over 60 Countries
### PennyPop

At PennyPop, our mission is to bring people together through the power of play. We create experiences that are simple, beautiful, and massively social. We believe in teamwork, intellectual honesty, and high quality craftsmanship. We take ownership of our work, constantly question our assumptions, and focus relentlessly on improvement.

Our first game, Battle Camp, is cross-platform (mobile+web) MMO that is a mashup of Pokemon + World of Warcraft + Candy Crush. With over 10 million downloads, Battle Camp was the App Store’s Best Multiplayer Game and is a Top 100 Grossing App in 100 countries on iOS and Android. Check out our website to learn more: [http://www.pennypop.com](http://www.pennypop.com).

#### Job/Internship:
- Associate Data Analyst: 884640
- Creative Marketing Associate: 884638
- Community Manager: 886440
- Android Game Engineer: 884626
- iOS Game Engineer: 884625
- Server Engineer: 884636
- Game Artist
- Associate Animator
- UI/UX Designer
- Quality Assurance Game Tester

**Type:** Arts and Entertainment, Electronics and Misc. Tech, Engineering  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters  
**Major(s):** All Majors, Chemical Engineering, Mathematics, Computer Science, Business Administration, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Economics  
**Position(s):** Full-time, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA

---

### Percolate

Percolate is one of the fastest growing companies in enterprise software. Backed by Sequoia Capital and GGV amongst other blue chip investors, the company is building the system of record for marketing, that helps businesses reduce marketing costs and capture widespread efficiency gains. Our complete web and mobile software platform helps the world's leading brands and agencies deliver unified, inspired customer experiences across all marketing channels. By automating repetitive work, improving team collaboration and delivering unique brand insights. Percolate has offices in NYC, SF, Austin, Chicago and London, and our clients include iconic, global brands like Unilever, GE, Volkswagen, Coca-Cola, IKEA and, as well as emerging, high-growth companies like Jawbone, Pandora, TED and Shinola.

#### Job/Internship:
- Jr. Frontend Engineer
- Jr. Python Developer
- Jr. QA Engineer
- Python Developer Intern
- Frontend Engineer Intern

**Type:** Computer Software  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters  
**Major(s):** Information Management & Systems, Computer Science, Information & Data Science, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Computational Engineering Science  
**Position(s):** Full-time, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** United States
**Place Technology**

**Description of organization:**
Our mission is to ignite a web of public and private social networks, bringing people together around purpose and passion. The future of social networking doesn’t lie in an all-encompassing network, but in niche networks with purpose. We envision a web of interconnected social networks, built on a platform that allows the networks themselves to share in the value they create.

**Job/Internship:**
- Responsibilities
  - Work with the engineering teams on creation and implementation of new features.
  - Build and scale our API and the infrastructure that supports it.
  - Craft and maintain applications for the web, the iPhone/iPad or Android platform.
  - Collaborate with other engineers through code reviews and architecture planning meetings.
- Requirements
  - Students must be currently pursuing a BA/BS or MA/MS in Computer Science.
  - Self-motivated and excited to take on new software engineering challenges.
  - Eager to collaborate with designers and engineers to develop technically and visually well-executed screens.
  - Enjoys working in small teams and willing to wear many hats.

**Type:** Computer Software  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor  
**Major(s):** Computer Science, Information & Data Science  
**Position(s):** Internship  
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA

---

**PlaceIQ**

**Description of organization:**
PlaceIQ is a rapidly growing, venture-funded “Big Data” business with tremendous opportunity to become the market leader in the exploding location intelligence marketplace. Starting with an extensive library of unstructured/unrelated geospatial, temporal and social data, PlaceIQ transforms location data into hyper-targeted audiences and unique insights, providing an unparalleled ability to define, reach and learn about U.S. consumers in an increasingly mobile world.

**Job/Internship:**
- Here’s what we value as a team:
  - Passion, technical expertise, and personal accomplishments
  - Independent ownership of business problems and their solutions
  - Solid engineering skills (e.g. design patterns, automated testing, fault-tolerant systems)
  - Passion for aggressively automating everything we do
  - Developers who can navigate around a Linux box and a production environment
  - Experience with using open source tools and participating in an open source projects
  - Rolling up your sleeves and getting things done

**Type:** Other  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional  
**Major(s):** Computer/Physical Sciences, Engineering  
**Position(s):** Full-time, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** United States
**Playworks**

http://www.playworks.org

**Description of organization:**
We create a place for every kid on the playground—a place where every kid belongs, has fun, and is part of the game. Playworks is the only non-profit nationally that places full-time, trained coaches at elementary schools to increase physical activity, reduce chaos on the playground, teach social emotional learning through play, and give kids a safe and inclusive place to play so they can go back into the classroom ready to learn. Through a recent study with Stanford University, we are finding that our teachers regained 24 hours of teaching time at Playworks schools, a 43% reduction in bullying incidents and a dramatic increase in physical activity on the playgrounds.

**Job/Internship:**
Our Program Coordinator position or "Coach" is a full-time position bringing healthy play and physical activity to low-income schools to create a positive environment for learning and teaching. Program Coordinators are trained and placed at an urban elementary school to run Playworks’ physical activity program focused on teaching and organizing safe and inclusive games before, during and after school. They teach conflict resolution strategies, inspire all children to get off the sidelines and into the game and work to generate more community and family involvement.

**Type:** Education/Higher Education, Non-Profit and Social Services  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor  
**Major(s):** Communications/Arts, Education, Biological Sciences, Humanities, Health & Health Sciences, Social Sciences, Natural Resources/Environmental, Undeclared  
**Position(s):** Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** East Bay, CA

---

**QuinStreet**

http://quinstreet.com/

**Description of organization:**
Founded in 1999, QuinStreet, Inc. (QNST) is the leader in vertical media and marketing online, consistently delivering the right leads at the right volume to thousands of industry-leading clients and business brands. Our client verticals are the education and financial services, home services, B2B, and medical/health industries. The company’s full-service approach combines direct marketing expertise, vast search and media reach, and industry-leading technologies to deliver dramatically improved results for clients. QuinStreet is headquartered in Foster City, CA, with satellite offices worldwide.

**Job/Internship:**
Our Strategic Marketing Analyst is responsible for data-driven insights that enable QuinStreet’s Marketing and Media teams maximize profitability while improving customer relationships. You will gather, organize and aggregate large sets of data in order to produce meaningful business insight in areas such as ad network optimization, ad merchandising, marketing performance and quality monitoring, client communication/development and competitive research.

Our media teams manage large scale websites and online campaigns that are viewed by millions of users each day. Our media portfolio is growing rapidly and to support our expansion, we are seeking talented people for the role of Media Associate to help develop and execute campaigns to drive traffic to our owned and operated websites.

**Type:** Media  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Paid, Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** Foster City, CA
Quizlet

Description of organization:
Quizlet’s free study tools and apps are used by over a million students and teachers a day in every country — from grade school to grad school, language learners to vocational students, at home and in the classroom. We're a top 60 U.S. web brand with top-five education apps on iOS and Android — and we're just getting started!

Job/Internship:
Quizlet is looking for smart, creative people with demonstrated experience in either web, iOS, Android, infrastructure/DevOps, or design, who want a high responsibility role with exciting challenges and real impact on students and teachers everywhere. At Quizlet, each engineer gets the opportunity to punch above their weight — owning entire projects and striving for excellence and quality in design, architecture, performance and user experience. So if you love technology and love helping people, we want to meet you!
Visit quizlet.com/jobs to learn more about opportunities at Quizlet.
Callisto job IDs: 881464, 837790, 881469, 881472, 881473

Type: Computer Software
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional
Major(s): Computer Science, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Position(s): Full-time, Summer Job, Internship
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA

Radiant Logic, Inc

Description of organization:
Radiant Logic is the leader for enterprise-class Federated Identity and context management solutions. Our customers are Fortune 1000 companies; we help them better leverage their existing Identity infrastructure, integrating their businesses to the cloud securely and improving operational productivity. We are a private company, profitable and growing rapidly. The company is led by the founders, and their vision and passion are part of every aspect of what we do. We are extremely proud of our world-leading technology which simplifies the underlying complexities of integrating disparate systems and lets our customers focus on growing their businesses. All this is enabled by our team of first-class people. Our headquarters are in Novato, CA with offices in Chicago, Washington DC and NYC.

Job/Internship:
Junior Developer - see our website for full job description
QA Engineer - see our website for full job description
Systems Engineer: Our entry-level Systems Engineering role is designed to grow and develop our Systems Engineers into more senior roles, including Systems Integrator and Solutions Architect (goal – within 12 months). Initially, the engineer will learn Radiant Logic’s product range inside and out, and provide technical consulting and customer support for the product range. See our website for full job description.

Type: Computer Software
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): Mathematics, Applied Mathematics, Information Management & Systems, Computer Science
Position(s): Paid, Full-time
Work Location(s): Novato CA
**Sage Educators**

**Description of organization:**
Sage Educators is a dynamic education organization offering customized tutoring and test prep to students throughout Marin County. With a mission to make a local and global impact, Sage Educators is committed to student success in the classroom and beyond.

**Job/Internship:**
Sage is looking for bright, dynamic people to join our staff. We provide a challenging and friendly work environment, as well as an outstanding Compensation and Benefits package. Ideal candidates will be comfortable working in an energized environment with a friendly, vibrant staff and specialized clientele. This is not your average tutoring job. At Sage, you will be part of a full-time team with a common goal: to create a dynamic educational community wherein our students can relax, focus and thrive. We tutor elementary, middle and high school students in all academic subjects and prep them for the SAT, ACT, SSAT and ISEE. As an Associate Director, you will also have the opportunity to contribute to Sage's curriculum and business development.

**Type:** Education/Higher Education  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Paid, Part-time, Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** Marin County, CA

---

**San Mateo County Transit District**  
**SanMateo Transit District (SamTrans)**

**Description of organization:**
The San Mateo County Transit District (SamTrans), which went into service on January 1, 1975, was designed to provide cost-effective local transportation to Peninsula travelers and links all the county's major communities with the greater Bay Area. In addition to our fixed-route bus system, the District employs rail services (Caltrain), paratransit (Redi-Wheels) for the mobility-impaired, and custom shuttles carrying commuters from rail stations to work sites. Our staff is committed to implementing a long-range plan to provide a high-quality & cost effective multi-modal transit system to San Mateo county's citizens, visitors, and employees.

**Job/Internship:**
The SamTrans Summer Internship program goes from June through August for a total of 320 hours. Interns work under the guidance and direction of district staff on assigned tasks and projects. In addition to their specific department experience, the interns will participate in an internship enrichment program that will allow them to learn about the District overall. The internship opportunities will be posted from March 6th - April 30th on SamTrans.com.

**Type:** Government  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters  
**Major(s):** Information Management & Systems, Computer Science, Business Administration, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Urban Studies, City and Regional Planning, Public Policy  
**Position(s):** Internship  
**Work Location(s):** San Carlos, CA
SanDisk Corporation

http://www.sandisk.com/

Description of organization:
For more than 25 years, SanDisk has been transforming digital storage with breakthrough products and ideas that push the boundaries of what’s possible. Our flash memory technologies are used by many of the world's largest data centers, embedded in the most advanced smartphones, tablets, and laptops, and are trusted by consumers around the world. From handheld devices to hyper-scale data centers, SanDisk is expanding the possibilities of storage.

Job/Internship:
Late Cancellation

Type: Consumer Products
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral
Major(s): Engineering
Position(s): Paid, Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): Milpitas, CA

SAP

http://www.sap.com

Description of organization:
SAP helps companies of all sizes and industries run better. From back office to boardroom, warehouse to storefront, desktop to mobile device, SAP empowers people and organizations to work together more efficiently and use business insight more effectively to stay ahead of the competition. We do this by extending the availability of software across on-premise installations, on-demand deployments, in the cloud, and on mobile devices. We believe that the power of our people, products, and partners unleashes growth and creates significant new value for our customers, SAP, and, ultimately, entire industries and the economy at large. Our mission is to help companies of all sizes and industries to run better. Our vision is to help the world run better.

Job/Internship:
Software Developer (Internship and Full Time)
The selected candidate will design, code, implement, and maintain enterprise class database and information management software and end-user applications.

User Experience Designer
The selected candidate would create user-centered designs by continuously incorporating business requirements and customer feedback, design the UI architecture, interface, interaction flows, and visual design of new web applications and experiences, develop conceptual diagrams, wireframes, visual mockups, and prototypes, and develop and maintain detailed user-interface specifications.

Type: Computer Software
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc
Major(s): Computer/Physical Sciences
Position(s): Paid, Part-time, Full-time, Summer Job, Internship
Work Location(s): Palo Alto, CA / Sunnyvale, CA
**SC Solutions Systems Control Division**

http://www.scsolutions.com

**Description of organization:**
SC Solutions Control Systems Division provides products and services for the design and analysis of dynamic systems, including physical modeling & simulation, control design, system design, data acquisition & analysis, and hardware/software for real-time embedded controllers. Our personnel are experts in control systems and modeling with extensive experience in semiconductor manufacturing, materials processing, aerospace systems, and mechatronics. The Structural Engineering Division has extensive experience in high-end numerical analysis of complex civil and mechanical systems. Having its roots in the power and aerospace industries of the 1970s & 1980s, SC Solutions today focuses on bridges, buildings, and tunnels as well as aerospace, bio-mechanical and computer components.

**Job/Internship:**
Control Systems Engineer: MS/PhD in EE, ME, or Aero/Astro. Will be part of a multi-disciplinary team of engineers who will participate in modeling, simulation, analysis, and design of advanced control systems. Working knowledge of computer-aided design software MATLAB/Simulink is required.
Geotechnical engineer: MS/PhD in geotechnical engineering w/minor in structural engineering. Will perform numerical modeling and analyses of soil structure systems using programs, such as FLAC and PLAXIS. Should be knowledgeable in geotechnical, foundation and earthquake engineering.
Engineer: MS in Civil or Mechanical Engr. Under supervision, will develop mathematical models, calculate structural properties and output, and perform structural and soil-structure interaction analysis.

**Type:** Engineering  
**Degree(s):** Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc  
**Major(s):** Mechanical Engineering, Engineering Physics, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Civil and Environmental Engineering  
**Position(s):** Paid, Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** Sunnyvale, CA

---

**Self-Help for the Elderly**

http://www.selfhelpelderly.org/

**Description of organization:**
Founded in 1966, Self-Help for the Elderly is a community-based organization committed to promoting the independence, dignity, and self-worth of seniors. Each year the agency serves over 35,000 seniors in San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara and Alameda Counties by providing a comprehensive range of multicultural and multilingual services to empower seniors to help themselves and others. Our vision is to be the premier provider of senior services in the San Francisco Bay Area with a commitment to excellence and achievement. Over 90% of our clients come from low-income minority community.

**Job/Internship:**

n/a  

**Type:** Non-Profit and Social Services  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters, Professional  
**Major(s):** Humanities, Health & Health Sciences, Social Sciences  
**Position(s):** Paid, Part-time, Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA
Seneca Family of Agencies

http://www.senecafoa.org

Description of organization:
Seneca Family of Agencies' mission is to help children and families through the most difficult times of their lives.
Throughout the 1990s and into the 21st century, Seneca has dedicated itself to becoming a system of care agency providing a comprehensive continuum of community-based and family-focused treatment services for children and families. Seneca's services now includes in-home wraparound services; foster family-based treatment; mobile crisis response services; integrated day treatment and special education services; mental health clinics; public school-based mental health services, and residential treatment.

Job/Internship:
Classroom Counselors are key members of our school teams, guiding students to achieve academic success no matter what challenges they may be facing. Seneca partners with public and charter school programs in the greater East Bay Area to enrich the educational experience of students through highly individualized academic and behavioral plans.
A Youth Counselor provides behaviorally focused mental health services to children and families, particularly foster and probation youth. Counselors work with youth in their environments.
The Wraparound Clinician coordinates services and planning for children who are referred through social service, probation or mental health departments and are in the process of stepping down from institutional into family or family-like settings.

Type: Non-Profit and Social Services
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Full-time
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA / San Jose, CA / Santa Rosa, CA

Sennovate Inc.

http://www.sennovate.com

Description of organization:
Sennovate Inc. is a global IT services provider with a focus on cloud-based enterprise applications and software. We specialize in designing, developing, and implementing customized enterprise solutions that help manage and solve complex business problems.
We are a team of dedicated professionals with over 100 years of experience between us. And although we all come from different backgrounds, we have one thing in common – a burning passion for cloud computing and an unshakeable belief that it is the future of business systems and enterprise solutions. Our years of experience in all things cloud – SAP, Oracle, PeopleSoft implementation and more – puts us in the perfect position where we can help businesses harness the tremendous potential of cloud computing.

Job/Internship:
sales and marketing

Type: Computer Software
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): Engineering
Position(s): Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): California
**ServiceNow**

http://www.servicenow.com/

**Description of organization:**
ServiceNow is a leading provider of cloud-based services that automate enterprise IT operations. Our service includes a suite of applications built on our proprietary platform that automates workflow and provides integration between related business processes. We focus on transforming enterprise IT by automating and standardizing business processes and consolidating IT across the global enterprise. Organizations deploy our service to create a single system of record for enterprise IT, lower operational costs and enhance efficiency. Additionally, our customers use our extensible platform to build custom applications for automating activities unique to their business requirements.

**Job/Internship:**
What you should know before you get here:
Ability to work with Java and JavaScript, MySQL and agile development environment
Experience with database design schemas and data modeling
Strong web application development with Java based server environments such as Apache Tomcat
Familiarity with JavaScript, JSON, AJAX, CSS, XHTML and XML
Knowledge of Eclipse IDE JUnit
Previous experience of working in a SCRUM environment
Strong requirements gathering experience. Ability to work with business users and clients
A background in IT Asset Management, IT Financial Management or Software Asset Management software is highly desirable

**Type:** Computer Software  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters  
**Major(s):** Computer Science  
**Position(s):** Student Employment, Full-time, Summer Job, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** San Diego, CA / Santa Clara, CA

**Siemens Corporation University Recruiting**

http://www.usa.siemens.com

**Description of organization:**
Siemens is a fully integrated technology company that drives innovation in energy, healthcare, industry, cities, and infrastructure.
At Siemens, we dare to ask ourselves how we can make a difference. Ours is a team of creative thinkers with a restless curiosity. To foster continuous global innovation, Siemens is dedicated to offering development and technical training opportunities to students and recent graduates at the college level, ensuring a bright, sustainable future for generations to come. Through a career at Siemens, students and recent graduates will receive top of the line training, develop professional skills, and will be at the forefront of engineering innovation. Here, the opportunities are limitless.
To learn more, visit:  http://www.siemens.com/businesses/us/en/

**Job/Internship:**
Will be provided.

**Type:** Engineering  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor  
**Major(s):** Mechanical Engineering, Industrial Engineering and Operations Research, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science  
**Position(s):** Full-time, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** Nationwide
Snapfish is a leading online photo platform with over 125 million registered users and over 55 billion images in 13 countries around the world. Our online photo-center and platform powers three of the top four photo-sites globally. We inspire customers to share and preserve their most cherished photos and create photo books, cards and gifts. Our customers entrust billions of their photos to us. Based in San Francisco, Snapfish is a division of Hewlett-Packard, the world's foremost digital imaging company and one of the most trusted brands on the planet. Join a rapidly growing mobile team focused on apps that deliver great user experiences. We have built a team culture where fun and customer value are a daily focus.

Job/Internship:
We are looking for a talented, team-oriented developer who loves working in an agile environment, and wants to solve large and small customer problems that deliver business value. We want you to help us drive innovation in the realm of digital and mobile photography, social sharing and collaboration, and the creation of amazing printed and digital products. As a member of our iOS Development team, you will:
* Collaborate with other engineers in a pair programming environment to improve, maintain, and extend multiple consumer-facing iOS apps worldwide.
* Work with product owners, designers, agile coaches, and marketing to launch and release Snapfish mobile products
* Write tests and code applications in multiple languages supporting the full-stack from data to user.
* Learn

Type: Engineering
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): Engineering
Position(s): Full-time
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA

Social Security Administration
San Rafael Field Office

Social Security delivers a broad range of services online at socialsecurity.gov and through a nationwide network of over 1,400 offices that include regional offices, field offices, card centers, teleservice centers, processing centers, hearing offices, the Appeals Council, and our State and territorial partners, the Disability Determination Services. We also have a presence in U.S. embassies around the globe. For the public, we are the face of the government. The rich diversity of our employees mirrors the public we serve, and we have a proud history of protecting the integrity of our programs and service to the public.

Job/Internship:
A Service Representative provides both in-person and telephone assistance to the public on a wide variety of subjects. Service Representatives analyze and investigate situations to secure facts and reconcile discrepancies. Cases are often complex and complicated by frequent changes in the law. Detail oriented individuals with strong communication skills enjoy the Service Representative position.

Type: Government
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): Social Sciences
Position(s): Student Employment, Full-time, Summer Job, Internship
Work Location(s): San Rafael, CA / Santa Rosa, CA
**State Compensation Insurance Fund**
**Corporate Human Resources**


**Description of organization:**
State Fund is the largest provider of workers’ compensation insurance in California. State Fund plays a stabilizing role in California’s economy by maintaining an open door policy, ensuring all employers have a strong and stable option for their workers’ compensation needs.

**Job/Internship:**
Workers' Compensation Insurance Representative, Workers' Compensation Insurance Technician, Workers' Compensation Claims Adjuster, Workers' Compensation Payroll Auditor

**Type:** Government, Insurance

**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional

**Major(s):** All Majors

**Position(s):** Paid, Full-time

**Work Location(s):** Multiple Locations In California

---

**State Street - Currenex**
**Global Market eexchange**

http://currenex.com

**Description of organization:**
State Street Corporation (NYSE:STT) is the world's leading provider of financial services to institutional investors including investment servicing, investment management and investment research and trading. With $27.43 trillion in assets under custody and administration and $2.35 trillion in assets under management as of December 31, 2013, State Street operates globally in more than 100 geographic markets and employs 29,430 worldwide. For more information, visit State Street's Website at www.statestreet.com. Currenex is a wholly owned subsidiary of State Street Corporation. As a market-leading technology provider Currenex offers the FX community high-performance technology and deep pools of liquidity for anonymous and disclosed trade execution.

**Job/Internship:**
Software Developer Full Time/Intern:
Enthusiastic engineer being sought for excellent full time opportunity with a global leader in financial services. The intern will work individually and in small groups on development and support of application features for distrusted high-volume production applications. Alongside other talented engineers in our California office, the developer will experience a small team atmosphere in which each person is not only encouraged to make a difference, but required.

**Qualifications:**
Bachelor's degree in Computer Science or equivalent.
Solid Java coding skills, understanding of Java threading and synchronization network programming concepts.
Knowledge of object-oriented design
Database programming using JDBC/SQL.
Linux environment.

**Type:** Computer Software

**Degree(s):** Bachelor

**Major(s):** Computer Science, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

**Position(s):** Full-time, Internship

**Work Location(s):** Redwood City, CA
**Stottler Henke**  
**Artificial Intelligence**

http://www.stottlerhenke.com

**Description of organization:**  
Founded in 1988, Stottler Henke Associates, Inc. applies artificial intelligence and other advanced software technologies to solve problems that defy solution using traditional approaches. The company delivers intelligent software solutions for education and training, planning and scheduling, knowledge management and discovery, decision support, and computer security and reliability. Stottler Henke's clients include manufacturers, retailers, educational media companies, and government agencies. Our technology consulting, feasibility studies, and rapid prototypes help companies identify and validate promising applications and approaches.

**Job/Internship:**  
Description: Design/implement complex algorithms; Develop prototypes/operational software systems employing AI techniques/technologies such as intelligent tutoring systems, planning and scheduling systems, autonomous systems, and computer vision, fusion, and other intelligent sensor processing system; Participate in knowledge engineering and requirements analysis; Develop software using programming languages such as C++, Java, Python, Ruby, Scala.  
Required: BS or MS CS or equiv. (e.g., EECS); 0-3 Years Exp.; Proficient in Java, C++, & with database concepts; Knowledge of object-oriented development  
Desired: AI Coursework/knowledge of at least 1 area of AI (computer vision, planning & scheduling, intelligent tutoring, ML, NLP); strong writing/comm. skills; can work independently

**Type:** Computer Software  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters  
**Major(s):** Computer Science, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science  
**Position(s):** Full-time, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** San Mateo, CA

---

**Stripe**

https://stripe.com

**Description of organization:**  
Stripe is a developer-friendly way to accept payments online and in mobile apps. We process billions of dollars every year for thousands of companies of all sizes.

**Job/Internship:**  
Risk Analyst: https://stripe.com/jobs/positions/risk-analyst/  
Engineer: https://stripe.com/jobs/positions/engineer/#engineering

**Type:** Computer Software, Financial Services  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Paid, Full-time, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA
**Structural Integrity**

**Description of organization:**
Structural Integrity is a trusted partner in the energy industry. We do it all: inspection and monitoring, materials evaluations and remaining life assessments, stress and failure analyses, remediation and repair. We manage aging plant assets, oversee fabrication, help with seismic and structural analysis, customize inspection systems, offer ASME Code support, and provide expert opinions.

**Job/Internship:**
For the Civil/Structural Engineering and Mechanical Engineering positions, check out our website for a detailed description.

**Type:** Engineering  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters, Professional  
**Major(s):** Engineering  
**Position(s):** Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** San Jose, CA

---

**Synaptics, Inc.**

**Description of organization:**
Synaptics is the pioneer and leader of the human interface revolution, bringing innovative and intuitive user experiences to intelligent devices. Synaptics’ broad portfolio of touch, display, and biometrics products is built on the company’s rich R&D and supply chain capabilities. With solutions designed for mobile, PC and automotive industries, Synaptics combines ease of use, functionality and aesthetics to enable products that help make our digital lives more productive, secure and enjoyable. (NASDAQ: SYNA) www.synaptics.com.

**Job/Internship:**
TBD

**Type:** Computer Hardware, Computer Software, Consumer Products, Electronics and Misc. Tech  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters,Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional  
**Major(s):** Physics, Mathematics, Computer Science Minor, Computer Science, Astrophysics/Astronomy, Mechanical Engineering, Materials Science and Engineering, Engineering Physics, Engineering Mathematics and Statistics, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Computational Engineering Science  
**Position(s):** Paid, Full-time, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** San Jose, CA
Synopsys, Inc.

http://www.synopsys.com/careers

Description of organization:
Synopsys, Inc. is the Silicon to Software™ partner for innovative companies developing the electronic products and software applications we rely on every day. As the world’s 15th largest software company, Synopsys has a long history of being a global leader in electronic design automation (EDA) and semiconductor IP, and is also a leader in software quality and security testing with its Coverity® solutions. Whether you’re a system-on-chip (SoC) designer creating advanced semiconductors, or a software developer writing applications that require the highest quality and security, Synopsys’ comprehensive, integrated portfolio of prototyping, IP, implementation, verification, manufacturing, optical, fieldprogrammable gate array (FPGA) and software quality and security solutions he

Job/Internship:
The Coverity Static Analysis Technologies team is looking to fill a summer internship with a student who has good C++ and Java skills to help us improve and expand our security analysis.

Requirements & Responsibilities
The ideal candidate will have 3 years of work towards a BS, or some work towards an MS, in Computer Science or related field, some coursework in compilers or programming languages, a strong understanding of C++ and Java, as well as experience with development on Linux/UNIX. During this internship, you will augment Coverity’s state-of-the-art static analysis product to find security vulnerabilities in real-world enterprise applications.

Type: Computer Software, Engineering
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Computational Engineering Science
Position(s): Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA

Target

http://www.target.com

Description of organization:
At Target, we have a vision: to become the best – the best culture and brand, the best place for growth and the company with the best reputation. It takes the best to become the best, and we are committed to building a team that does the right thing for our guests, shareholders, team members and communities.

Target Corporation serves guests at more than 1,700 stores throughout the U.S. and at Target.com. The company is headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota with additional headquarters locations in the U.S. in Arizona, New York, South Dakota and Utah; in Bangalore, India; and in Mississauga, Ontario, Canada. Since 1946, Target has given 5 percent of its income through community grants and programs; today, the

Job/Internship:
Use your business, leadership and people skills to inspire exceptional performance. Maximize sales and profits for your Target store. Ensure great guest service and team member satisfaction. Create a fast-paced, energetic environment that delivers a consistent Target brand experience for team members and guests.

Use your skills, experience and talents to be a part of groundbreaking thinking and visionary goals. As a Stores Executive Intern, you'll take the lead as you…
• Gain a significant knowledge base during your comprehensive training program
• Work closely with the senior leadership group
• Gain the opportunity to make an impact within a Target store as an executive-in-training and project leader
• Offer innovative ideas and focusing on results, and inspire your team to do the

Type: Retail and Wholesale Trade
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Paid, Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): California
Description of organization:
IT Services
Business Solutions
Consulting

About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that delivers real results to global business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match. TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled infrastructure, engineering and assurance services. This is delivered through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM, recognized as the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the Tata Group, India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global footprint and is listed on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange in India. For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com.

Job/Internship:
• Develop, create, and modify general computer application software or specialized programs
• Analyze user needs and develop software solutions
• Design or customize software for client use to optimize operational efficiency
• Improve existing systems by analyzing areas of modification
• Analyze and design databases with application areas
• Coordinate database development with a team or individually
• Maintain systems by monitoring, identifying, and correcting software defects
• Create technical specifications and test plans
• Update knowledge and skills regularly through in-house and external courses, manuals, and new applications

Type: Professional, Technical, and Administrative Services, Computer Software, Electronics and Misc. Tech, Engineering

Degree(s): Bachelor


Position(s): Full-time

Work Location(s): Ohio Valley - Midwest
Teach For China

http://www.tfchina.org

Description of organization:
Established in 2008, Teach For China is a young non-profit organization taking an innovative approach to eliminating educational inequity in China by enlisting China’s most promising future leaders in the effort. By placing teams consisting of Chinese Fellows in partner schools, Teach For China meets the pressing need for exceptional teachers in China’s understaffed low-income schools, while fostering a cross-cultural constituency of young leaders positioned to advance the cause of educational equity and effect long-term systemic change. Teach For China is partnered with Teach For America and the global Teach For All network, www.teachforall.org.

Job/Internship:
We are tackling this disparity by recruiting Chinese international students of all majors and career aspirations and providing them with intensive teacher preparation and ongoing training and support to allow them to become exceptional teachers in under-resourced schools in China. Our alumni go on into a variety of fields and careers after the Fellowship but stay committed to our mission to end educational inequity. Apply now: http://fellowship.meilizhongguo.org/zh. Our final deadline is May 10th.

Type: Education/Higher Education
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Paid, Fellowship
Work Location(s): rural China

Tenderloin Housing Clinic

http://www.thclinic.org/

Description of organization:
Tenderloin Housing Clinic (THC) is a non-profit housing, support services, legal, and advocacy organization. THC provides housing and comprehensive services that help disenfranchised low-income people in San Francisco increase stability. THC’s Mission and Core Values are key to successfully supporting our clients. THC’s mission is to prevent tenant displacement, preserve and expand the City's low cost housing stock and to provide comprehensive legal assistance to low income tenants. The Clinic is successful in fulfilling this mission by providing free legal services, securing SRO units through the Master Lease program and offering comprehensive support services to our clients.

Job/Internship:
The Case Manager - Master Lease Hotels works interdependently in a Tenderloin Housing Clinic (THC) residential hotel(s) providing support services to formerly homeless single adults in accordance with THC’s Mission, Core Values, and Customer Service Philosophy. This position helps to support tenant stability and wellbeing by providing compassionate services using harm reduction, motivational interviewing and other best practice techniques.
The Support Services Manager is responsible for the overall provision of effective case management services to formerly homeless single adults. This position oversees, supervises, leads, and coordinates supportive services provided by Tenderloin Housing Clinic’s (THC) Case Managers located in Single Room Occupancy (SRO) residential hotels in SF.

Type: Non-Profit and Social Services
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): All Majors, Humanities, Health & Health Sciences, Social Sciences
Position(s): Paid, Full-time
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA
TubeMogul

http://www.tubemogul.com

**Description of organization:**
TubeMogul was founded by Haas alumni Brett Wilson, John Hughes, and Mark Rotblat, all MBA 07. TubeMogul employs a significant number of Cal graduates. At TubeMogul, we’ve set out to reinvent how video advertising works and make it simple, effective and safe. Our culture enables us to maintain a blistering pace of innovation. A flat org chart, clear and open communication, and ruthless focus keeps our team thriving. Whether you are coding in the Zen room or having a drink at our in-house bar, we want to make sure you’re happy and healthy—so we give our employees tons of benefits and perks.

Learn More About Our Career Opportunities At tubemogul.com/jobs

**Job/Internship:**
Begin your career in adtech and brand yourself. Are you passionate about technology? Do you get excited about selling the next big thing? Do you want to be part of the video advertising revolution? TubeMogul is looking for a dynamic, self-motivated Sales Associate to join the growing team of inside sales Mogulers. The ideal candidate should have a proven track record of top performance with a high level of enthusiasm to generate a robust pipeline of qualified sales leads. Excellent phone and email skills combined with the ability to quickly assess customer needs and challenges will be critical to your success. This is an exciting opportunity to be a key, integral part of the inside sales team and can quickly lead to further career growth within the company.

**Type:** Professional, Technical, and Administrative Services, Arts and Entertainment, Computer Software, Media, Engineering

**Degree(s):** Bachelor

**Major(s):** All Majors, Computer/Physical Sciences, Communications/Arts, Engineering, Humanities, Social Sciences, Undeclared

**Position(s):** Full-time

**Work Location(s):** Emeryville, CA

---

Uber

http://www.uber.com

**Description of organization:**
Uber is a technology platform that connects riders with drivers at the touch of a button. Uber is evolving the way the world moves. By seamlessly connecting riders to drivers through our app, we make cities more accessible, opening up more possibilities for riders and more business for drivers. From our founding in 2009 to our launches in over 100 cities today, Uber’s rapidly expanding global presence continues to bring people and their cities closer.

**Job/Internship:**
WHAT YOU’LL DO:
Grow Uber in Northern California through supply building and growth initiatives
Identify new and innovative ways to drive rider sign-ups, increase engagement and strengthen the Uber brand
Help organize and facilitate driver-partner onboardings, training, and engagement events
Take data-driven recommendations and then go execute!
Identify inefficiencies; develop and execute strategies to optimize efficiency and productivity
Project management - see initiatives through from start to finish!

**Type:** Other

**Degree(s):** Bachelor

**Major(s):** Business Administration

**Position(s):** Full-time

**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA
**Ubisoft**

Description of organization:
Ubisoft is a leading creator, publisher and distributor of interactive entertainment and services, with a rich portfolio of world-renowned brands, including Assassin’s Creed, Just Dance, Tom Clancy’s video game series, Rayman and Far Cry. The teams throughout Ubisoft’s worldwide network of studios and business offices are committed to delivering original and memorable gaming experiences across all popular platforms, including consoles, mobile phones, tablets and PCs. For the 2013-14 fiscal year Ubisoft generated sales of €1,007 million. To learn more, please visit www.ubisoftgroup.com.

Job/Internship:
Internship job descriptions to come

Type: Arts and Entertainment
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): Business Administration, Mass Communications/Media Studies
Position(s): Internship
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA

---

**UC San Francisco Temporary Employment Program**

Description of organization:
The Temporary Employment Program (TEP) is an internal UC San Francisco based temporary employment program that provides temporary labor to many departments. TEP offers opportunities for the San Francisco Bay Area community to gain valuable and rewarding UCSF work experience as well as exceptional benefits not offered by other temporary agencies. Temporary employment is also a viable recruitment source of candidates for casual and career vacancies. TEP deploys temporary employees to work on special projects, fill in for regular employees who are on vacation or sick leave, or to temporarily fill a vacant position during recruitment. Frequently temporary employees become successful candidates for career positions.

Job/Internship:
• Provide advanced analytic support to a department and other leadership team members
• Manage the administrative duties for multiple team members; calendaring meetings and scheduling, sending invitations, reminders and agendas
• Experience implementing and administering programs and events
• Prepare and edit correspondence for style and/or subject matter;
• Research and compile information and prepare reports
• Ability to conduct analysis and develop recommendations, demonstrating organization and problem-solving skills
• Strong verbal, written and interpersonal communication and presentation skills
• Bachelor's degree or equivalent experience/training
• 1+ years experience of Administrative Assistant/Program Assistant
• Flexible, punctual, tactful with a professional demeanor

Type: Hospital/Healthcare
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Professional
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Paid, Part-time, Full-time, Summer Job
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA
United States Air Force

http://www.airforce.com

Description of organization:
Every mission we set out on requires a flawless infrastructure to support it. With stakes this high, technology simply cannot fail. That's why our Developmental Engineers are some of the best in the world, with specialties ranging from aeronautical and astronautical to electrical and mechanical engineering. They develop engineering processes and subprocesses, formulate engineering policy and procedures and direct technical operations. And since the Air Force is constantly identifying and incorporating new technologies, as well as maintaining existing systems, Developmental Engineers may be called to work on projects anywhere in the world.

Job/Internship:
Every mission we set out on requires a flawless infrastructure to support it. With stakes this high, technology simply cannot fail. That's why our Developmental Engineers are some of the best in the world, with specialties ranging from aeronautical and astronautical to electrical and mechanical engineering. They develop engineering processes and subprocesses, formulate engineering policy and procedures and direct technical operations. And since the Air Force is constantly identifying and incorporating new technologies, as well as maintaining existing systems, Developmental Engineers may be called to work on projects anywhere in the world.

Type: Government
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Full-time
Work Location(s): Worldwide

United States Navy
NRD San Francisco


Description of organization:
The mission of the Navy is to maintain, train and equip combat-ready Naval forces capable of winning wars, deterring aggression and maintaining freedom of the seas. Unparalled career opportunities, experiences and challenges which draw some of the brightest and most skilled people into the Navy – while helping others realize potential they may not have even known they had. From the high-tech to the high-growth to the awe-inspiring, America’s Navy offers careers and jobs that fit all backgrounds and interests.

Job/Internship:
Nuclear Engineering - Program leads to an appointment on active duty as an Officer in the unrestricted line of the U.S. Navy. Three options are available. Fleet option Nuclear Propulsion Officers serve their duty on a nuclear-powered submarine or surface ship operating, managing and supervising their power plant. Instructors serve at either Power School or Prototype teaching the advanced curriculum. Design Engineers serve at Washington D.C.
Civil Engineering Corps - As a Navy Civil Engineer Corps (CEC) Officer, you’ll join a special group of officers in charge of engineering, management, planning, construction and maintenance of the Navy’s shore facilities. You’ll work in a variety of locations around the world in highly visible positions supervising many skilled personnel.

Type: Government
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Full-time
Work Location(s): Varied
**United States Patent and Trademark Office**

**Description of organization:**
The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) has been serving the economic interests of America for more than 200 years. We are responsible for granting US intellectual property rights for patents and trademarks. Our efforts have provided inventors exclusive rights over their discoveries. It's an effort that continues to contribute to a strong global economy, to encourage investment in innovation and to cultivate an entrepreneurial spirit for the 21st century. The USPTO is headquartered in Alexandria, Virginia, and has over 12,000 employees, including engineers, scientists, attorneys, analysts, IT specialists, etc. all dedicated to accomplishing the USPTO’s mission, vision, strategic goals and guiding principles. For more info about the USPTO, please visit the USPTO Careers Website.

**Job/Internship:**
Please go to www.USAjobs.gov and type in Keyword: USPTO to see full descriptions and apply for positions.
Job Positions located in San Jose, CA
All internships are currently only located on the Alexandria, VA Campus

**Type:** Government, Engineering

**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional

**Major(s):** Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

**Position(s):** Full-time, Internship

**Work Location(s):** San Jose, CA / Alexandria, VA

---

**US Citizenship and Immigration Services**

**Description of organization:**
Federal agency under DHS that adjudicates applications for various immigration benefits.

**Job/Internship:**
Immigration Services officers provide information and adjudicate applications for immigration benefits, including naturalization and immigrant status.
Immigration Officers do site visits and detect fraud, as well as liaison with other agencies for law enforcement purposes.
Operations support Specialist provide administrative support to the operating units, including hiring, budget, property management, facilities, training, etc

**Type:** Government

**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters

**Major(s):** Business Administration, Communications/Arts, Law, Social Sciences

**Position(s):** Full-time

**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA
**Verisk Analytics**

**Verisk Insurance Solutions**

http://www.verisk.com/underwriting

Description of organization:
Verisk Insurance Solutions / Underwriting (VISU), a unit of Verisk Analytics (VRSK), provides technology rich solutions in Underwriting to the Property & Casualty insurance industry. These advanced analytical solutions address challenging problems related to risk and decision-making in P&C insurance underwriting. We combine vast data resources with cutting-edge technology to create innovative and technically rigorous solutions. Verisk Analytics, a NASDAQ100 company, is a leading source of information about risk. We offer risk-assessment services and decision analytics to professionals in insurance, healthcare, mortgage, government, risk management, and other fields. In the United States and around the world, Verisk Analytics helps customers protect people, property, and financial assets.

Job/Internship:

Type: Insurance
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): Computer/Physical Sciences, Mathematics, Information Management & Systems, Computer Science Minor, Computer Science, Information & Data Science, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Computational Engineering Science
Position(s): Paid, Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA

---

**Visa Inc.**

University Recruiting - Talent Acquisition

http://usa.visa.com/about-visa/index.jsp

Description of organization:
Visa Inc. is a global payments technology company that connects consumers, businesses, financial institutions and governments in more than 200 countries and territories, enabling them to use digital currency instead of cash and checks.

Job/Internship:
Visa is recruiting for various positions including Software Engineers, Software QA Engineers, Design Engineer/Creative Technologist, Corporate IT, Project Management – Tech, Data, Data Scientist, and Technical Writers.

Type: Computer Software, Financial Services, Engineering
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): Engineering
Position(s): Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): Various Locations
Waggener Edstrom Communications

http://waggeneredstrom.com/

Description of organization:
Waggener Edstrom Communications is a public relations firm founded in 1983 by Melissa Waggener Zorkin and Pam Edstrom. From planning through implementation, we use earned, paid and owned mediums to help our clients make a positive impact and achieve their business goals. And as one of the world’s largest independent, integrated communications agencies, we serve clients, not shareholders. A partner to and champion of international market leaders, we are the stewards of bold ideas and the brave people that bring them to life. The voice of innovation and the catalyst of its impact — in a nutshell, that’s who we are.

Job/Internship:
Interns at Waggener Edstrom Communications are provided professional experience and practice to learn about strategic communications. The agency is committed to providing interns with a valuable experience that will help build a strong foundation for entering the profession. In addition to a structured mentorship program, customized industry and agency training, regular feedback, and networking opportunities, our interns are exposed to a broad variety of projects with multiple teams. Our application deadline for our summer program is May 15, 2015.

Type: Media, Other
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA / Austin, TX / New York City, NY / Seattle, WA / Portland, OR

Wikia

http://www.wikia.com/About

Description of organization:
Wikia is home to over 400,000 communities for fans, by fans. We are often cited as the best source of accurate, dynamic, and fresh fan-authored information that is fueling virtually all aspects of popular culture: console and mobile games, cable and streaming TV shows, music festivals, big movie franchises, major sporting events, anticipated book releases, fashion trends, food and drink recipes, and current events on an international scale. Wikia's fan base continues to fuel consistent growth with over 2 billion global monthly page views in over 200 languages and more than 40% of the traffic coming exclusively from mobile visits. Wikia provides an environment for all superfan types to be original and empower their social presence through a creative and collaborative community.

Job/Internship:
Come work at Wikia! Like our fans, Wikia is passionate, high-energy, and collaborative. Wikia is one of the largest Creative Commons-licensed sites in the world - we maintain over 330,000 wikia communities across an array of subjects, spanning all aspects of movies, TV, books, music, games, and lifestyle topics. We are rated as a Quantcast Top 50, ComScore Top 100, and Nielsen Top 10 Social Media Site and are read by over 134 million unique visitors a month. Our exciting platform is coupled with a strong work life balance. Our newly renovated digs are located in San Francisco (between BART and CalTrain) where employees have access to a fully stocked pantry and fridges, ping-pong and foosball tables, and the bi-weekly in-office yoga classes. Join a dynamic engineering team this summer!

Type: Media
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): Engineering
Position(s): Internship
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA
### Wish

**Description of organization:**
Wish was launched in November 2011 and already has over 50 million registered users, making it one of the top 10 mobile applications in both the Android Shopping and iPhone Lifestyle categories. Our incredible growth has not gone unnoticed, as recently recognized by Google as the Best Android Shopping App of 2014!

Our mission is to give everyone access to the most affordable, convenient, and effective shopping mall in the world. By leveraging a competitive global supply chain of direct suppliers and avoiding retail costs we are offering anyone with a smartphone access to tens of millions of affordable goods. By making Wish available on smartphones, we are putting this digital shopping mall directly in the pockets of tens of millions of consumers.

**Job/Internship:**
Our team is rapidly expanding and we have a variety of different positions that need to be filled! We are looking for current and graduating Berkeley students to come join our team. We currently have a number of Berkeley alumni and interns and we love the fresh, innovative ideas and perspectives that they bring to our company! If you would like an opportunity to work at an exciting startup and gain invaluable experience, please stop by our table to learn more about our job openings.

**Type:** Consumer Products  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters  
**Major(s):** All Majors, Computer Science, Business Administration, Political Science, Economics  
**Position(s):** Paid, Full-time, Summer Job, Internship  
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA

### Xamarin

**Description of organization:**
Xamarin is on a mission to make it fast, easy and fun to build great mobile apps. Founded in May 2011, Xamarin is a very fast-growing VC funded mobile startup with offices in San Francisco and Boston. Over 350,000 developers and thousands of customers in 70 countries use Xamarin because we provide the best platform to create great, fully native mobile apps for iOS, Android, Mac and Windows.

Xamarin is redefining cross-platform mobile development by unifying fully native app development for iOS, Android, Mac and Windows in a single C#-based platform. Developers get full access to each platform’s APIs — anything that can be done in Objective-C and Java can be done with Xamarin — and share on average up to 75% source code across platforms.

**Job/Internship:**
Sales Development Representative (Callisto ID: 884304)  
Lead Development Representative (885242)  
Customer Success Engineer (884303)

**Type:** Computer Software, Other  
**Degree(s):** Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral, Postdoc, Professional  
**Major(s):** All Majors  
**Position(s):** Full-time  
**Work Location(s):** San Francisco, CA
**Xilinx**

Description of organization:
Xilinx is the world’s leading provider of All Programmable technologies and devices, beyond hardware to software, digital to analog, and single to multiple die in 3D ICs. Our industry-leading devices are coupled with a next-generation design environment and IP to serve a broad range of customer needs, from programmable logic to programmable systems integration. With over 3,500 patents and 60 industry firsts, we are known for our historic achievements including the introduction of the first FPGA and the inception of the fabless model. Recent innovations have transformed Xilinx from its programmable logic heritage to an ‘All Programmable’ company, creating and integrating ‘All’ forms of hardware, software, digital, and analog programmable technologies into its All Programmable FPGAs.

Job/Internship:
Xilinx recruits Interns and Entry Level Professionals from around the world. We offer paid internships. Our recruits are given real responsibility from day one. You can expect to:
- Gain a valuable, hands-on work experience.
- Learn fast and push outside your comfort zone with practical projects that contribute to our success.
- Kick-start your peer and professional network with work that demands cross-functional collaboration.
- Grow your skills and gain early leadership experience.

You will be in empowered and supported in an environment with events and activities that help you get up to speed quickly. You will have opportunities to network with peers and the leadership team. And you will have opportunities to get involved with the community.

Type: Computer Hardware, Computer Software, Electronics and Misc. Tech
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters, Doctoral
Major(s): Information Management & Systems, Computer Science, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Computational Engineering Science
Position(s): Paid, Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): San Jose, CA

---

**Yelp**

Description of organization:
About Yelp: Since 2004, our mission has been connecting people with great local businesses. We’ve fundamentally changed the way consumers make buying decisions by taking word of mouth online. Yelp brings transparency to the local business market, and we believe in helping consumers make smarter and more informed decisions about where to spend their money.

Job/Internship:
As an Account Executive you’ll help transform the local business landscape, influencing how people make buying decisions from finding a dentist to where they’re having dinner tonight. Our fast-paced sales team has an infectiously positive attitude and drive to win. If you’re looking for a career (not a job), a company that’s invested in your personal development, a solid compensation package, and great training, you’ve come to the right place.

Type: Consumer Products
Degree(s): Bachelor
Major(s): All Majors
Position(s): Full-time
Work Location(s): San Francisco, CA / Chicago, IL / Phoenix, AZ / New York, NY
Zuora

Description of organization:
Zuora provides subscription billing as well as recurring revenue, payments, and billing solutions. Its solutions cover roles of CEOs as well as marketing, finance, and operations that cover commerce, finance, and billing processes.
The company’s solutions cover subscription packaging catalog, subscription lifecycle management, hosted B2C commerce pages, REST and SOAP store front APIs and libraries, automated invoicing, electronic payment collections, taxation, chart of accounts management, accounting close capabilities, file-based GL integration, dashboards, two factor authentication, data sources, and premier support. It provides its solutions to industries such as cloud services, communications, media, and healthcare industries worldwide.

Job/Internship:
What you get to do:
Design, develop and implement high-quality code in order to meet project expectations and deadlines.
Independently own development projects through all life cycle phases (Java, PHP, Ruby, .Net and Python)
Learn to be a subject matter expert in the area of subscription billing
Collaborate on several, concurrent projects, which could include coding and design, coordinating new releases, or documenting projects.
Develop and test programs that are easily maintainable.
Work with your Solution Architect and other team members to ensure proper application of all phases of the systems development life cycle (SDLC), and that completion dates are met.

Type: Computer Software
Degree(s): Bachelor, Masters
Major(s): Computer Science
Position(s): Full-time, Internship
Work Location(s): Foster City, CA